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ALBUQUEltQUE.

AGREEMENT IS

At Algeciras, Though

GRAVE

Great Secrecy

CHANGED

INDIAN

Berlin. March
A private conversation between the German aud
French envoys at Algeciras
has
brought aliout almost an agreement
In- the Moroccoan police controversy;
so near, Indeed, that the foreign office here regards a satisfactory issue
of the conference as assured. Germany, it is understood, acknowledges
,hat France and Spain have officers
best fitted for policing Morocco; and
r ranee accepts tne international control In principle, undertaking to supply guarantees that the police shall
be national In character.
It Is the
specific form of these guarantees
mat remains unsettled and continues
to be the subject of discussion.

BILL

COMES

TO

FEARS

ROBBINS CALLS

c,wm

VOTE

t

'.It

BILL MAY DO MORE
HARM THAN GOOD.
Wa.shingtn, D. C, March 7. Presi-

'

dent Roosevelt today sent a message
to congress announcing that he had
signed the Joint resolution recently
passed, and instructing
the Interstate Commerce Commission to niaka
examination iuto the subject of railroad discriminations and monopolies
in coal and oil. He says frankly that
he signed it with hesitation, because
It may achieve little or nothing. He
indicates also, that if the investigation is conducted thoroughly it will
result in giving immunity from criminal prosecution to all persona called
and sworn as witnesses.
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AN AMERICAN GIRL

Important

SENDS ENGLAND

There has been so much said, pro : Santa Fe Central and the Pennsyl-ancon, regarding
the sale of thevania levelopment company. These
Santa Fe Central railway to C I.. rAe,l,)orU are erroneous and outrageous.
A" matters with that bank
i
f "e
,lrely and
settled Some
.
had
Tallmadge, a time ago. "a'isfactorily
hae
On
I
promoter of Chicago, who has ac have been called
upon
deny
quired considerable land in the Pecos or connrm thlg alleged
indebtedness
alley country, that a representative to that hnk. n,t i
m,,i,,i iT
of ihe Evening Citizen this morning!
(
called upon Colonel W S. Hopewell,
At this point
the Interview. Col-h- e
general manager of said railway, n(.i Hopewell in
produced
a telegram
to tit her confirm or deny the publish- - j received
late yesterday afternoon
ed reports.
That gentleman.
after from General Torrance, which he al
some hesitath n, for he had a few lowed The Citizen representative
to
nays ago denied the existence of such read. It was ns foil ws-HUNDREDS OF BOWLERS
sale,
finally
said:
S. Hopewell, General Manager.
GATHER AT SALT LAKE.
kanta J Central has not been' Santa Fe Central, Albuquerque,
Salt Lake City, Utah, March 7.
I allinadges
soi,
to
the
any
or
to
other
'
N. M.
Hundreds of bowlers from all parts
f the wist are assembled heer to panics up to the present time. Very
"We have no negotiations whatever
negotiations
have been with Tallmadge other than that he
take part in the session of tho West
ern Howling Congress, which opens pending for some timo past, 'whereby would make a proposition for the
capital
additional
will
be
taken into property. We could not negotiate
nere today. The local bowling clubs
have made extensive preparations for tile enterprise, and the road will bo with linv tfithe. inrri..u ft, an
completed,
v,.-.- .
as
ore
heretof
i ,.
n.mi-.ni he reception
staled. Into wiih
aud enter, ainment of
also to the Hagan coal pending for some time past, which are
the visiting bowlers and have arranged Albuquerque,
gen, rally, all
a program which will take up every m id.-- . at., extended from Torrance to verv satlsfactorilv
minute of the visitors' time from their Koswell. thus giving a direct line from around, and will undoubtedly be
to Hoswell,
and after pleted shortly.
arrival to their departure.
Besides
the numerous tournaments there will tbat the future will determine what
"TORIUNCE "
tun
her
ex'enslons will be built. We
be excursions and trips to various
surveys
have
ago,
A
few weeks
to the southeast
as stated
and
parts of interest in this vicinity.
to the northwest, and to show recily and exclusively at that time,
how
unreliable and simply ridiculous in The Evening Citizen, Colonel Hope-arNEGRO EXPOSITION
the statements recently stut out well had a party of eastern capltal- IS TALKED ABOUT.
Tenn., March
Memphis.
7.
The atiii published respecting the exten- - ists with him on a (our of inspection
Negro Educational and Industrial com- su.hs and oih.r mutters. I have only and invest iat in of the Santa Fei
mission will hold another meeting to call your at ten ion to the distances. Central. tW surveyed line of the Albu.
here this afternoon and evening to numeiy: On,. ,f these false Mate tm- .que Kimch and of Uie Hagan
consider plans for the proposed expo '.""tits, all, ge,l to have been sent out coal fields. Thcsf gen'lemen, with
from;
in (Mr Hopewell, drove overland
sition of the uJ.;rues of the I'nltcdl sfrom Piiisburg or manufactured
me t, rtile. ,vil brain
Kstancki to Moriarty, and troiu there
States. Many prominent colored men
.
!i:i,iiu.i-fin.M
i 1..
,,f ll,..
tHinr II,..
from all pans of the state aud ad-- fine, IMVr Iwelv,. mil'
then.v ov-rjoining starts are hete to lake part! a station on the Saii'a Fe Central, to Kast. rn to Frost
Albuquerque, whereas the aetu.it .!!.- - th.. San A.Honlto r ad to the llagun
in the deliberations.
tame is forty-fmimiles; and. again, coal Helds. and then.
uacK to tne
j
ODD FELLOWS OF RHODE
another lalsr- - report. kIvcs i),(. ills-- north end of Tiieras ranvon. coming
ISLAND ELECT OFFICERS, tain,, iroin lorranc,. to Koswell at through the canyon to this city These
Proidcnce, K. I.. March 7. The s:ty miles, when the distance Is 105 visitors weie highly elated and well
grand encampment of the I. O. O. F. miles. The distance from Frost, a pleased with tiu ir investhrai ions, and
ion on the Albuquerque Kastern, it is wfili these gentlemen thai imf Khode Island will hold its annual
In re today. The session will is thirteen and seven-ten- t
lis miles to portant iKaotiaii its are now
:tt- Hanan coal fields.
tie at the Odd Fellows hall on Snow
which, from all present Indira
'Other false statements."
street. Grand Patriarch Kim rson will
be favorably closed,
contin tions, will
deliver his annual address and submit tied Mr. Hopewell, "which I desire to and announcement will then be made
his report f the pas' year. Then a correct are those regarding the Knter-pris- to the effect that work will aain
National bank, of Pittsburg, Pa., be resumed on the Ablu iiiercjiie Eastset of new officers will be fleeted to
arry on the work of the order for and tile alleged vast sums of nione
ern and the branch line, which will
being owed tr.'.! Institution fiy tne penetrate the great Hagan coal fields
the coming yar.
AMBASSADOR.
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NIGHT IN CITIES

PITTSBURG MEETING WILL
DETERMINE MINERS' STAND.
Pittsburg, Pa., March 7. Chairman
Francis L. Iftbbins of the "Pittsburg
Coal company, who represented tho
bituminous coal operators at nil wage
scale conferences, has called a meeting in this city for next Friday, of
the operators of Pittsburg, to decide,
what action they will take at the general convention at Indianapolis. The
result of the Pittsburg meeting, it Is
said, will practically determine the
stand to be taken by the miners of
the bituminous coal fields.

TO

HANDLE

PRODUCT

Binghampton, N. Y., March 7. Th9
west bound Erie passenger, No. 7,
carrying a number of imralgranTs.
bound for the west, wag derailed here
today and the engine, mail, baggage
and express cars were plunged over
an embankment
into the street.
None of the passengers were hurt.
The wreck caught fire but the flames
were qulcRljr extinguished .
INCOME

INCREASED, BUT
SALARIES ARE REDUCED.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 7. The annual report of the Pennsylvania railroad, which has just been Issued,
shows a net income for the year ot
more than $38,000,000, an increase ot
alKitit 110,000,000 as compared with.
1904.
The report only gives the side
of the company and does not say any.
thing about the effect of the general
retrenchments and reductions of salaries upon the employes.
OIL TRUST SUSPECTED

BEHIND THE MOVEMENT.
Topeka, Kas., March 7. The action
of the railroads entering this state, ln
deciding to discontinue transporting
crude and refined oil at the rates
MISS ANTHONY IS BETTER COLLISIONS ARE NUMEROUS
named in the maximum freight rate
AMICABLE AGREEMENT
law enacted by the state legislature
HOPE FOR KENTUCKY. ia year
ago,
caused consternation
Louisville, Ky.. March 7. The an- - among the has
Schwab Was Some Better Today St. Louis in Same Condition, Itter
independent refiners ofl
!
23
ot
fnhU.a,TTCi?Vrv?n
D'strlct,N?'
state. The railroads declare
But Mill is Quite Low.
America, the ra;es named in the law are that
Darkness Prevailing at
)Yorker8
1m Y e1
dls- ".veBlera
iiisirici
AV
and confiscatory, and that
Kentucky, opened here at the Coun criminative
May Reach Home.
11:3 J O'clock.
they would
money should thejr
ell chamber today, with about sixty transport on lose
at tbose figures.
delegates present. The headquarters
The maximum freight rote law was
Paris, March 7. The police have
Chicago. M mh 7 Cni. n ni.ml.ornf of the delegates Is at Bosler's hotel, one of four enacted by the Kansas
requested the American authorities to hours today Chicago was covered with Second anU Jeftefson streets.
The legislature during the height of the
mysterious a pau of smoke which, coupled with
assist in unravelling the
" prooaoiy last twog
XU.
Oil company crusade a
death of Ethel A.Brr.-- . jellevcd fa heavy clouds, made the day as dark I ee.k8 The flr8t
nl be devot-a- year ago and ha
been the moat
ert
b,1HlnB
be an American, whose body wag reivork-In0
th
"Who mine
night. At 10:30 .o'clock- this morncrvlcfabIo.; the four. Ti' cut ' t'.e
811(1 th0 mlne ownpr8 for
cently found in the river Seine. The
the
freight rates on oil squarely in two
all the stores and offlceg in the
body had some Jewelry, but no money
section were lighted as theylInR year' beginning April 1. The sec-ar- e and euabled the independent producor papers.
k
The underclothing was
th
mlne
owners
of the
ers to find a market for their low
at 6 o'clock in midwinter. The'?n.d
wf
embroidered "Ethel A. Brown." There
cars ran with headlights, and tr ct wlU mcet ln conference with tho grade or fuel oil. It also enabled the
was a wouud across the scalp, but the
miners
and discuss the grievances or independent refiners to market their
all lights turned on. At times
police are uncertain whether it was itwitu
was Impossible
product on a parity with
see half a square propositions if they are presented.
Standard
the result of attack or an accident. along the street, to
is
not known as yet what the Oil company In Kansas.tho Both
It
and the big buildthe
The body had apparently been in, the ings wero
demands
of the miners will be this state refinery law and the act making
discernible only by the year.
water for several weeks. The bnly lights
An
agreement
amicable
was
pipe
oil
filled
common
lines
that
them.
have
The darkness
cluo is the following police record of
reached last year after a conference already been declared carriers
unconstituforeigners visiting Paris In 1903: caused much trouble and the col- between the operators
mine
and
the
lisions
tional.
Independent
were
In
numerous
The
producers
the streets.
"fcttie Brown. Aiuerican, torn in
workers, lasting about ten days. There and refiners will now make a deterNovember 21, 1872: father, ST
are
thirty
operators
about
mine
in
the
LOUIS
mined
to
obtain from the suDARK AS NIGHT
effort
John; mother, Sally Geachy."
premo court a decision confirming the
AT 11 O'CLOCK TODAY. district.
validity of the rate law. Feeling
HOME PROBABLY IN
St. I.ouis. Mo., March 7. A dense SOUTHERN CONGRESSMAN'S
among independent producers here is
STATE OF GEORGIA. pall of fmoke began settling over St.
METHOD OF REGULATION.
strong, and there is a prevalent beAtlanta, Ga., March ".Miss Ethel I.ouis this mcrnlng, gradually growing
New York, March 7. The develop- lief that thp oil trust influence Is beIn density as the day progressed, unA. Urown, who is mentioned as hav-nicoun- hind the action of tho railroads.
ment
of the waterways of
been found dead in the river til at 11:30 darkness prevailed. Busi- try, as tho best means of this
regulating
Seine, in Paris, Is believed to have ness houses and residences were railroad rates,
was
advocated by SHALL BE NO DELAY
formerly been a- resident of Kayette-vill- e, lighted, street lights were turned on, CongressmanRansdell of Louisiana,
IN INSURANCE SUIT.
the street cars used electric lights, In an after dinner
Ga.
Speech last night,
Buffalo, N. Y., March 7. John M.
and the day was turned into night.
at the annual banquet. rf the North Mllburn, attorney for the trustees of
SUSAN B. ANTHONY HAS
Side Hoard of Trade, in Branx. He
CONSIDERABLY IMPROVED. AN OLD PIONEER
suld that cheap freight rates prevail against tho McCall estate and An-I- n
Rochester, N. V., March 7. Suaan
trance and Germany because ot ,irt,w Hamilton,
of
B. Anthony, who ha9 been ill with i
DIES i M SSOURI numerous canals In those countries, money alleged toforhavethebeenreturn
fraudu-an- d
pneumouis,Ss said by her physicians I
to
called
small
attention
tho
1...
taken,
today
In
e.ly
expressed delight
it.. improved tins
i
eyuBiueruuiy
amounts devoted to Improvement of over the return of Hamilton to New
Yesterday afternoon
morning. She spent a rest fur night
Mrs. Matt.
country.
of
rivers
this
the
He
said: "Andrew Hamilton
iork.
and the doctors say she has a fair, Ridley called at The Citizen office and
was sued along with the McCall es
chance for recovery.
stated that she had received informaMoney
York
Niw
Market.
tate and the matter will be pressed
tion to the effect that Mrs. C. W.
on Immediately In the courts for the re-New York, March 7. Money
SCHWAB VERY ILL
liaynes died tile other day at her old
per
prime
cent;
AT EL PASO TODAY. home ln Macon, Mo. The deceased call, easier, at 4V4
turn of the money. I shall be in New
Kl Paso, Tex., March ".The train was one cf the lady pioneers
Albu- mercantile paper. 5V4 per cent; bar j York tonight and there will be no
of
on which Charles M. Schwab was go- querque, and for twenty
delay In prosecuting the suit."
odd years, silver, U3V'.
ing east, reached here twenty-fou- r
aged husband, whose death
hours late. Schwab Is very low and ex- with her several
years ago, conducted
occurred
pected to die any minute.
a second hand business on South First
A telegram from Corona, N. M., this
street. When Mr, liaynes died, the
morning, sajs that Schwab is some- old
lady, still believing that she would1
what better.
live many years to come, although
she had considerably passed the age
MAY REACH HIS HOME
years and ten, went to
BEFORE DEATH ENSUES. of three-scorChicago. III.. March 7. A tel
southern California in the hope that
altitude there
from the conductor of
Schwab'. 8 Ma-- 1,1 tlle
train, dated at Torrance, N. M.. states tn'Kut prolong tur life. Old age, how-tha- t
Schwab is letter ITTan he has ' ever, was steadily creeping, and finally
realizing this fact, she left California,! Albany, N. Y., March 7. The codeisents the Christian Endeavors, tho
been for two davs.
canie bad, to Albuquerque and re committees
f the senate and the bockty for the Prevention of Vice.
mained a short time, and then pro- and various ministerial associations.
MONTHLY MEtTING CF
will hold a Joint meet
assembly
state
ceeded on to tier home ot many years
It now appears that the attack on
BENEVOLENT SOCIETY ia" a! Jtaeiui, MO., where ncr ileatn ing this afternoon, to consider argu
ace' rack gambling originated
lu
-,
Mrliaynes was about 84 ments for ami against tho CassidyJ Washington, the prime mover being
occurre.
yeiirs of age.
the
Hev.
super
Lansing
F.
bill,
Wilbur
Crafts,
Ir.
gambling
which prohibits
PAYMENT OF FEBRUARY
BILLS
on racetracks.
The hearing was call intendent of the International Reform
OF CITY POOR CREATES DE- Lead and Copper.
ed at the request of the Hev. A. a. Bureau, which has its general htad- l
MtlT IN SOCIETY S FINANCES. ' New Vctk. March 7. Lead, quiet; (iregg, field secretary of the Interna
n in l la; c.ty. For several
',r:i! at
PUBLIC HELP GREATLY NEED- - '"I'I'
tional Reform Bureau, who also retire-- ' nionl s llie bureau has been sendlnz
i.teia urc and letters broadcast in this
ED.
state, urging its members and Supporters to ask Gnernor Higglns to
Mrs. H. H. Riv. Mrs
Ilfeld,
do something to tdop race grambling.
Mrs. I), h. Can;i, M:s Alfred Gruns- The governor admits that he has ry
feld and Mrs. 1". W. (V.incy. the ex- celved many letters of that kind.
ecutive committee and active mem- - '
Dr. Crafts visited Albany a few
hers of the
in Benevolent!
weeks ago and interviewed ihe goverSociety, met in the otllce of District!
nor. He was Informed that the govAttorney F.
'. Clancy this
aftern(w
ernor was lu sympathy with the legis-laiio",r .i
I V""'
"''"lary bills.
against gambling on the race
!,s
..,S:
'"..,.7,uul
tracks.
Dr. Crafts drafted the bill
'' "'
r"n'which was afterwards tun fnt-- uhmu
$ 11
:
l.ioad fai
total
i '
T, nil.. March 7. The re-- ( republican party, will also fix thejfor
bv Anthony Corn- intraductlon
"Kl'
a
1V1S: dt' publican
t
lev rtci.uL- - rumiinucc iiiiuams ot representation
ncU
in the
stock. The Kev. A. S. Crg-;- . who has
'
Maxw
ell
,
,
vent
many
the
,
years
house
ion.
a'
For
Tni!
basis
this
Tl
been lecturing for tile bureau lu Mas.
,
at l o'c-- ck tnU morning in answer; has been on, delegate for every i!0K sachusetts, was t.hitt, d to Albany and,
.. ,
" "
"
... Bu"
uy me chairman. votes or fractional majority thereof. with
to
tla
ca.i
the aid of influential friends,
?n of
7'
fi;'U..es and help .1. ('. It.
for the purpose of cast f r the republican presidential arranged for the
m,),ic
lu'roductlon of the
du,r
llrplace
holdtime
in
for
ct
;
and
Si
a
electors
preceedlng
the
a'
,.,,,..,!
uatioual bill in both brunches of
legislaFpon this basis, ami there ture. Mr. dregs will nowthe ghu his
ihU the sutc convention in which election.
governor
cTisng-nis
no
railroad
and
for
probability
li'iat.
can
that it will be
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP
entire time, to the interests of lh
r hall be nominated aud ed. th.in tui conwntlun will have, about Cassidy l.aiiiing bill and
MAYOR FOR SEATTLE.
oUer biiriau
be
may
transacted.
al'.l
Ctlll
r
votes.
Seattle. Wash., Mar. h 7. Judge
work in this state.
thirty,e
cf
i;
consists
William Hickman, the lMinieipal ownhas beui suggested that an effort
The C'lii.m
It Is known that (evern"r Higglns
two rroin each of the would be made to have the committee favors the bill. There
ership camli
j lected mayor two consjres.Tio'.ia!
are also a numby the sunll maj-jritdistricts
of
the) rescind the action taken two years ber of senators and assemblymen,
..f fifteen votes, ten
from
ago
the
In
state at
providing that hereafter ad suspected now, who will support not
after ta(. cl.sist fight in tha history state at. tweUe
tho
of the city. John S: .'.ii.t'-rthe repub- large. The lu' i r members were ap- - mission t tlu convention hull would bill decisively whin the time comes.
lican candidate, wa
by certificate only, from the score- - The principal opposition
the permanent chairman
i y cut in many point, i b.
to tlu. hill
or tn,- s ate committee.
wards and ran behind his ticket, the of i.ie t - at coiucuuwu. in
It ...is will come from the fair aud agricul
,
I il. ..I.- I, ...... .......
tim.. uml tti..
other candidates, wi-......oe,e., mai in,,
'he exception tint; I ti.f,Lcolumn- tural associations, wluse five per cent
of a councilman or two being elected for th,
'"aK" a"y bUPh fhan
racing receipts would be imperil,,.
" lue
by a big majority.
precedents ,V?ir.;l rules.
Uiitlee a:;'!.-:should the bill become a law.
d
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INCOME UP, WAGES CO DOWN
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MINERS
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i

A NEW

OPERATORS

'

nt

New York. March 7. A cable to
the Herald from Home says: Senator Thomas Tlttoni, former Italian
minister of foreign affairs, has been
suddenly appointed ambassador to
Great Britain. In place of Signor
Pansa, who will now be at the
of the ministry.
This is the
first time Tittonl has been an ambassador, and his appointment, with
the recall of his predecessor,
has
aroused much comment in diplomatic
circles.

Fatalities.

noise. Idaho, March 7. The six
men under arrest here, charged with
the assassination of former trovernor
Steuuenberg, were not taken to Caldwell this morning for arraignment before Judge Smith.
The authorities
here, who are directiUK the prosecution, do not state when this will be
done. The greatest secrecy Is maintained, and fears are expressed that
an attempt nmy be made on the life
of Orchard or Adams.
There are
many strangers In Caldwell, some of
whom are known to be from Colorado mining camps. It Is expected
that the prisoners will be arraigned
tomorrow.

Probably From Fayettville, Chicago Covered With Dark
Ga., but Her Death is
Pall and Electric Lights
a Mystery.
Turned On.
.

a

ITALY

KENTUCKY

DAY TURNED INTO

IS FOUND IN SEIN!

a

d.

IB1'- -1-

-

-fif

,

ate when the treaty shall be taken
up in executive session.
REPORT NOT OFFICIALLY
CONFIRMED BUT PROBABLE.
Prospect of Two Speeches.
Paris, March 7. The foreign office
says that it Is unable to continn the
.Washington, D. C, March 7. The
senate began its session today with
announcement
from Berlin,
about
the prospect of hearing two speeches
yield at Algeciras, by conon the railroad rate question, one by
ceding that French and Spanish
Clapp of Minnesota, in support of
ehall be the Moroccoan police.
the measure, and the other by Scott
However, unofficial reports today inof West Virginia, advocating radical
dicate that Germany is disposed to
amendments.
make concessions having the effect
of settling the France-Germa- n
House.
conWashington, I). C, March 7. The
troversy. While the foreign office
Senate,
sees some difficulties remaining, the
Indian appropriation bill continued to
Washington, D. C, March 7 The be the order of business in the house
evident pacific overtures from Berlin
diminish the gravity of the crisis, senate today passed a bill amending today, but an agreement was reached
and ope nthe way to a possible solu- the law relative to terms of United to conclude the general debute at the
end of today's session.
tion in which Germany will concede States courts at Evanston. Wyo.
Political Contributions by Banks.
the police and Franco will concede
Senator Tillman will be heard by MANAGER WALDORF-ASTORIthe bank.
the senate committee on privileges
HAS AMASSED A MILLION.
and elections, on KTs resolution as to
NO TRUTH IN THE BRITISH
New York, March 7. Thomas M.
SPANISH ALLIANCE REPORT. contributions of national banks in na- Milliard, for fourteen years manage!
London, March 7. "Interesting. lSut tional elections. After bearing Till- of the Waldorf-Astoriin this
untrue,"' Is the comment of the Brit- man, the committee will decide as to city, has permanently hotel
retired from
ish foreign office on the story publish- whether they shall make an investibusiness and severed his connection
ed in Paris to the effect that a for- gation.
with the Waldorf-Astoritoday. He
Isln of Pines Agreement.'
mal political alliance between Great
Spooner and Bacon today reached resigned his position last month bu
Britain and Spain will follow ye
remained to assist in settling up all
marriage of King Alfonso and Pria-ce- ah agreement concerning an utrtwnd-meto the Isle of Pines treaty, business matters which had been in
Ena.
which is intended to protect American his hands and required his special atInterests.
The amendment provides tention. It Is understood that Mr. Hil- GOVERNMENT WILL FIGHT
by careful management of his
CONCESSIONS TO RADICALS. that the island shall bo regarded as Hard,
St. Petersburg, March 7. Although a sepai.e province within the mean- nuances and lucky speculations in the
yesterday's manifesto and ukase, re- ing of the Cuban constitution. This stock market has accumulated a fortferring to the national assembly would give to the island local self une of $1,(100,000, and lhreupon dein cided that he had enough and would
leaves considerable
vagueness re- government and representatives
garding the exact status of the parlia- the Cuban congress, whenever the retire from business. On May 1, he
ment under the new political scheme population of the Island shall be suf- expects to go abroad for a long rest
of the government the vagueness ficient for such representation.
As and upon his return ho will probably
perhaps being intentional and in- the Americans are In the majority in resume his residence in this city. It
tending that a future definition will the island, it Is understood that the is understood that Mr. Walton II. Marto shall, now assistant manager, will sucbe according to the development of amendment will be satisfactory
events it is made clear that Russia them. It will lie offered in the sen ceed Mr. Hilllard as manager.
has not been granted a written constitution. The cabinet, as in the German system, remains quite independent of the majority in parliament.
The hope expressed that after the
manifesto of October 30ih, that the
cabinet would be responsible to the
national assembly, according to the
British assembly, has not bee nreal-izeThe government believes it will
control the new parliament and purposes to fight any further concessions to tho radical parties. That it
expects to succeed is evident by the
Denied
Negotiations Are
fact that Witte definitely changes lsv Again
his plans and will not retire upon tho
opening of the national assembly. His
However, Says Colonel
decisiou Is expected to aid In the negotiation for a new foreign loan of
W. S. Hopewell.
which the treasury stands in urgent
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TRADING WITH US

Judge John U. McKio, In chambers.
at Santa Fe. yesterday, neara tne pe
if
Commissioner
Insurance
tit Ion
John H. Sloan for a writ of peremp
tory mandamus upon Territorial Aud-- .
ilor William O. Sargent to compel him
to approve three warrants upon the,
general insurance fund, one in favor;
of Abel K. Perea for $100, another for.
George W. Armijo.
$75 in favor of
both salaries, and the third for $59,
in favor of Jacob Weltmer for sup- plies.
The legislative assembly appropri-ated $l,2oo for the contingent ex-penses of the office of the territorial
but since'
insurance commissioner,
that fund is almost exhausted, the
warrants were drawn upon the gen
eral insurance fund, and Territorial
Auditor Sargent therefore seeks a
construction of the statute before ap
proving the warrants.
Attorney General George V. Prlch-arof the
gave an opinion in
payment of the warrants, and therefore does not appear for the territory
in the case. Probably Assistant Attorney General Edmund C. Abbott will
represent the territory. Renehan and
Thompson appeared for Insurance
Commissioner Sloan. Judge McFle
has taken the case under advisement.
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liot water
sixteen
0
printer know
ami froze to death.
E. I). Stark. Monte Vista, Co lo., 320 t! im Reaper claims a victim.
and cold water; gas and electric
and Throat,
to
tio
how
George lirewer and Don. J. Hanki'i
unils, $6.15,
lambs, 63
lights In each room; lot 75x112 feet; rw.iiisr nri a urlst f or Santa Fe coas
0
POLE
In the BLOW FROM TROLLEY
Vista, Colo., art- adjusting losses
W. S. Miller, Monte
cIosm in; the
best rooming and lines Office. 213V-- West Railroad
IS FATAL TO LABELLE.
lire of the wnrciieusi- of t lie Li nip
i
302 lambs. t,5 pounds, $6.25.
house location in the city; n v n r ii n
Lewis Lallelle. after lying uncon-tj.,,'.
J. I.. Smallcy. Monto Vista Colo., liiewing company, the other day. In m Ions for fmr weeks, died Monday
o
a.' m. and 1.30 to 5
1"
house nicely furnished; price and
a
I IUUI .
OH
Globe com.
589 Iambs, 74 pounds, $6.4."i.
the Liurpool, London
u
terms reasonable. Address, H. C, p. nv
sustained
injuries
of
I'.eniiig
L. 11. Garmi'e, Monte Vita. Colo. I'iuiy, an insurance for $3,Ooo was held striking a trolley polo while climbing
rare of Citizen.
on the warehouse and $."ul on beer tinBEAUTY CULTURE.
C44 pounds Ian.1"". 69 pounds, $6.35.
FOR sai.r"or TRADE Are you in
side of a moving car on the. Hot
Monte Vista, Colo., 3"0 bottling macuinery in the Hartford Springs
J.
Vegas. He
I have some '
mines?
Las
near
In
terested
road,
company. These two companies are was
Iambs, 65 pounds, $6.30.
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
13.
said to be good deals. Talk with j
to have been married soon to a
locally i presented by F. 11. Kent, but
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
aged
J. Wilson, Monte Vista, Oilo
300
McSpadden,
S.
BroadHis
me.
Ixmis.
T.
L.
young
St.
lady
from
latest
The
RIGHT
city.
In
York
loss.
PRESCRIPTIONS
adjusting
the
Mr. lirewer is
lambs, 64 jiounds, $6.25.
Late of New
NEXT TO BANK Of COMMERCE
way.
UHiiHt r is the only relative.
and up to date
appliance
scientific
the C iniuert ial Union company, $no
W. Wllsou, Mon e Vista Colo.,
,
y
t
FOR Sale A
fo- - treating the hair, face
was held on beer fixtures, and $'.o0on
lambs, 69 pounds, $6.35.
LADIES' LEGGINGS.
brick ilwvlling in the Highlands;! methods
203 W.
At Consistent PricZ
Complexion steaming aaa
Colo., st.'ck in the Niagara company. These
1). E. Miles, Moute Visia,
scalp.
end
In canvas. Cut to fit the fool and
cellights,
electric
bath,
close
in;
nd
manicuring
by
reprei-enlebleaching;
companies are
b"?0.?,
300 lambs, 65 pounds, $6.25.
ankle. S'mon Stern, the Railroad
bargain
if
lar, bani. A
taken at; Ing. Electrolytic
automatic
llealty Commercial Trading Co. Mr. Rankin, who is ussisting Mr Aeuue Clothier.
once. Easy terms if desired. 1'ost-- i
avenue.
613 West Gold
massage,
I,uiiar, Colo, 992 lambs, 76 pounds Brewer In adjusting.
liojc
218.
office
phone
279!
Auto
$6.40.
CAROS
PROFESSIONAL
FOR SALE OR TRAuK 2 nximiug
It will inn cost you a. c nt to try
Thursday, March 1.
houses. T L. McSpadden, 300 South
CIVIL ENGINEER.
AND C H I C A QO
Stomach and Liver
L. II. C.irmitr. Monte Vista. Colo. Chamberlain's
Broadway.
UNDERTAKER.
Tablets, and they are excellent for
Alwsys
636 lambs, 70 pounds, $6.35.
SHERMAN-WILLIAMFarwell,
BUILD1NQ
PAPER
R.
PAINT
"
J.
K. D. S;ark, Mon,e Vis'.a, Colo., 636 stumach troubles
and constipation. Auto, 'phone Zll
Colo. Red 115.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
more, looks best, wears
Covers
23. N. T. Armijo Building.
Room
Cemsst,
Lime,
fc
Plaster.
Get a freu sample at any drug store.
lambs, 63 iHuuds, $6.15.
I have some ranches
TO EXCHANGE
longest, most economical, full
A. BORDERS,
te.
MATTERS.
LAND
Doers.
Sash
city
property.
Glass,
T.
to
measure.
Undertaker.
L.
Paint.
for
City
trade
Building, lilaclt
McSpadden. 800 South Broadway.
Commercial Club
Otero,
S.
N. M.
W.
M.
ALBUQUERQUE.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
Mi'SrAliDEN Tht) fcxehauge umu.
and white 'nearse, $5.
Court Commissioner
States
United
o
See him for business exchanges.
attend
USE
703 West Silver avenue. Will
SOU
Broadway.
DR. R. L. MUST,
to matters before the land office.
TO" EXCHANGE
l have proiiertylo
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office.
DRS. VV. H. & J D. NUSBAUM,
Illinois.
Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Tuberculosis treated with
"
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF YOU WANT THE NEWS
Arizona
to
GerColorado
and
for,
and
trade
Electrical Current
uay
and Surgeons,
property.
Albuquerque
Physicians
Talk
each
with'
given
0
micide.
Treatments
me. T. L. McSpadden, 3uo South Office over Hlckox & Maynard 8 Jew
nurse
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. w. Trained
street.
Second
Store,
elry
'phones.
Both
in attendance.
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Saturday Afternoon and Evening, March 17th

Is to be Saved From

KEoIDENCp

fcUiAUlIMJL

144

WREUL1NG MATCH

SECURE

A

Washington, D. C. March 7 One,
of the most important steps taken in'
tne navy department In tne way o f!
adding to the mobility of the fleet in
tinio of action Is the equipment of one
ff the naval coalers with an Enghsn
apparatus which wtil permit coaling
at sea. This has been a subject discussed with much Interest by the
naval general board. It Is considered
of equal Importance with the means
of repairing ships on the firing line
by the employment of a floating dock.
If vessels can be coaled at gea, of
course, there will be a great saving
in time, which, In the event of war
means the preservation of the in
tegrity, and therefore the maintenance
ue
of the efficiency cf the fleet.
adoption of the British system ofj
coaling ships at sea will not be received la all quarters with approval,
since it means the rejection of an
American model, which was recently
tested in the service and without
those results deemed satisfactory by
me expert observers, in tne contract
made for the installation of tne ap
paratus en the naval collier it is
stipulated that the contractors shall
receive no compensation until the device has been fully tested under practical conditions.
This will include
coaling at a distance from the shore
and In reasonably rough weather.
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NOTICE

Notice U hereby given that an election will be held in the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday.
April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
said day, at the following polling
places;
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Cha.
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. IL
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fouith Ward Nenr corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
At which said election the qualified
electors of the said City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, residing within the
ll:uits of the said city, shall chooM
the following officers:
One Mayor For a term of tto

When Heartburn, Sour Stomach,
Headache,
Bad
Breath,
Coated
Tongue, Belching of Stomach Cas, or
any of these forerunners of Indigestion
appear, Old Dr. Cascaret wants to
be right on the spot in your pocket.
He wants to check the coming trouble
Instantly before it can grow into a
habit of the Bowels to be costive.
Ladles, who extend to Dr. Cascaret the
hospitality of their Purses or their Dress
Pockets, will be rewarded with
(Ine
complexion, and healthy Happiness.
These will about fifty times repay for
the trifling space occupied, and the Jen
'
cents per week at cost.

Then he works them (through the
nerves) till they get so strong from
that Exercise that they don't need
any more help to do their duty.
But Dr. Cascaret wants to be right on
the spot. In your Pocket or'Purse,
where he can regulate these
all the time, in health, and
out of health.
Because, even the strongest
may be overworked.
Heavy dinners, late suppers, whiskey,
wine, or beer drinking, nervous excite
ment, sudden exposure to cold or heat
and a dozen other every day likelihoods tire
the Bowel Muscles.
In such cases a little Cascaret In time
Is worth fifty dollars worth of Treatment
later on, to say nothing of the suffering,
discomfort, loss of Business Energy, and
toss of Social Sunshine It saves.
Bowel-Muscl-

es

Bowel-Muscl-

es

years;

One City Clerk

years;

For a term of two.

One City Treasurer For a term of
two years.
Two Members of the City Council
from the First Ward One for a term
of four years and one for a term of
two years, to fill out an unexpired
term.
One Memher of tho City Council
from the Second Ward Fxr a term
of four years;
One Memher of tho City Council
Old Dr. Cascaret carried constantly In
from the Third ward For a term of
your Vest Pocket, or in "My Lady's" four years.
Purse is the cheapest kind of
One Member of the City Council
and Happiness - Promotion, that from the Fourth Ward For a term of
four years.
ever happened.
One Member of the Board of EduLittle thin enamel Cascaret Box, half
cation from the First Ward For a
as thick as your watch,
term of four years;
smooth-edgeand shaped so you don't
Two Members of the Board of Edunotice its presence.
cation from the 8econd Ward One
Contains six Candy tablets Price Ten for a term of four years, and one for a
term of two years, to fill out an unCents a Box at any Druggist's.
expired term.
Be sure you get the genuine made only
One Member of the Bonrd of Eduby the Sterling Remedy Company, and
never sold In bulk. Every tablet stamped cation from the Third Ward For a
tern of four years;
"CCC."
One Member of the Board of Education from the Fourth Ward For a
ot four years;
TREE TO OUR TRIKNDSt tern
Of
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
We want to send to oar friends a beautiful
Health-Insuranc-

Dr. Cascaret guarantees to cure the
most obstinate cases of Constipation and
Indigestion, without discomfort or Inconvenience.
His medicine does rioJ gripe nor purge,
nor create a drug habit.
Because It Is not a
nor
a Gastric-Juic- e
Waster, but a direct
Tonic to the Bowel Muscles.
It exercises naturally the muscles that
line the walls of the Intestines and
Bowels.
Want of Exercise weakens and relaxes
these
Just as it weakens
Arm and Leg muscles.
Old Dr. Cascaret goes directly after
s.
these
He
wakes
them up just as a cold bath would wake
up a lazy person.
"Blle-drlver-

round-cornere- d,

d,

,"

Bowel-Muscle- s,

BONBON BOX.

French-desifroe- d.

in colors. It is beauty for the
dressing table. Ten tents In I tamps it asked as a
measure of rood fait h and to cover cost oi Caacarets,
with which tHlaoalnty trinket is loaded.
TH
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago rr Mew York.

Bowel-Muscle-

NOTICE

Notice is hereby given that un election will be held In the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3, 190G, between the hours of
or the boy wonder. Hoppe Is practic- be beaten In a
game. Hoppe 'o clock a. in. and 6 o'clock p. m.. of
ing for his coming meeting with Sut- to play 1S.1 and his opponent 18.2 said day, at the following polling
ton, and It was necessary to opposo balk line. Peterson's score was 300 places:
him in his practice games. Peterson, to Hoppe'g 211.
Peterson went to First Ward City Hall.
Second Wnrd At office of Chas.
the well known St. Louis player, has New York to play with Hoppe during
his preliminary training for his com- Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
consented to act as his opponent.
Third Ward At office of E. II.
D
ing match wl.h Slosson.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
.lames J. Corbel t has signed a
Fourth Ward Near corner of Coptheatrical contract with the Mitten-hal- s
President Comlskey says he expects
to star In a comedy next season. Jimmy Callahan to report for duty per svenuo and Third street.
At which election tho question of
He Insisted that there should be no and play with the White Sox this seareference in any manner to pugilism son. He thinks Cal will manage his authorizing the Issuance of Three
in the piece.
Corbet t is anxious to amateur league team as a side issue. Hundred Thousand ($:!00,000) Dollars
stand or fall on his merits as an Callahan tells a different story, hut he of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
'ew Mexico, to purchase and extend
actor.
hasn't had as much experience as the tho vater works now owned
by the
O
old Comanche, who knows what a Water Supply company of said city,
A Canadian baseball league is one tragedy pay
day is sometimes.
will be submitted to the qualified
of the possibilities of the season. As
electors of said city, who are tha
the league Is now planned It would inPitcher .McCarthy, who was "cov- owners of real or personal property,
clude Montreal. Ottawa and Kingston ered up" by the New York Americans subject to taxation, within
tha City
and (juelp In the wtst. Mantreal Is in j for the Montreal club, threatens to of Albuquerque.
uie r.asiera league, nut WOU1U Riaaty umn Ir. tho nntlnwa "If I hu.l Uan
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
drop out to become a member of an given a chance and proved a failure
nil Canadian organization.
I should have no complaint," he says,
NOTICE
Q
"but I was not given a trial. I was
Herman Schaefer, Detroit's second merely a pawn on the chessboard and
baseman, coyly announces that his New York took advantage of
Notice is hereby given that an
the draft- election
(uitrart is unsatisfactory and that he ing rules to keep me in Montreal."
will be held in the City of
Albuquerque, New .Mexico, on Tuesn:ay go back to the pretzel works this
.iiMimer instead of spearing tho fesThe most optimistic reports come day, April 3rd, 1D0C, between tha
tive "rounder. In the meantime, he is from Terry McGovern'a training camp. hours of 9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock
taking tin' baths at Hot Springs, Just He seems to nossess all hla nld.tlmn p. m., of saM day, at the following
to show that tie can bat in without j enthusiasm for the work and is get voting places:
First Ward Cily Hail.
plavini:. j robably.
ting himself Into trim with the
Second Ward At office of Chas.
of a tighter who Is sure of Chadwlck
& Co., oa Gold avenue.
T!:: f:ct t.iat Herniis has been de- victory.
His training quarters are
Third Ward At office of K. H.
.it of all the important handiclare
daily
crowded
admirers,
with
whose
caps i Lis season leads to the belief belief in hi in Increases as t.ie days Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fourth Ward Near corner of Cop- gr at racer cannot mand go by.
tha:
per avenue and Third street.
re ordeal of training, and that
thu
At which said election the question
'.I id.lrawal
hi:,
from the classics
An attempt will be made to hold df authorizing the issuance of Thirty
his permanent retiruuent from races at St.
in .it
spring.
The
this
Iuis
Thousand (JiiO.OOO) Dollars of bonds
the tint
decision of the supreme court that the of tho said City of Albuquerque, New
police acted illegally in serving war Mex ico, to re "i r.r'l build a city
I; is said that Eng. ne Hildebrand,
rants outside of the city limits has building, wiil l.e submitted to the
who
jockey
was set down for given the
the
track owners courago to qualified electors of said city, who
.
riding, will be reinstated.
If go against the county officials.
In
the owners of real or personal
I...
ri.en another chance by the .Missouri It has been contended that are
property,
subject to taxation, within
A
it
V
J :!..,
is to be hoped that the the police were
state officers and the said City of Albuquerque, New
ii
low will nave sense enough to coul.l
Mexico.
serve warrants anywhere in the
by his experience ami ride every
to
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
state. Governor Folk threatens
foil the s(ii.ire.
call out the militia in case racing is
a
is regarded as
MERCHANTTAILORINC
Tt
abatidrnmen' of foot kali at a' tempted, but this
.a is sal.i to have curtailed Folk bluff In his fight tJ succeed W. J.
tinitrici s of the at li It" if tnd of the Stone as I'nited Slates senator from UPSTAIRS.
OVER NO. 209 WEST
' :'i ii. and i: i ; announced that Missouri.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMbe
.'
not
represented at
BINI,
Mrs.
No.
Iiumblnl,
parlors.
PROPRIETOR
at
her
poutriikeepsie
this spring
avenue, in prea: to- will rowing be affected at 20f West Railroad
contest with Ah c
My mercnani tailoring anop
Ho U
pare! to plve thorough scalp treatl'
l ton. but baseball and track
acting as Instructor at Princeton col
over No. 2u! West Railroad avement, do hair dressing, treat corns,
' S
well.
lege. Boh men I. a..- posted furei:n
boliclt the patronage of
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She nue, where
f''r 1"S pounds,
gives massage treatment and inanlcur the public. Aii work guaranteed first
The match
It.e P. lerson. the St. Louis pr
I
should prove a i.i
have had fifteen years' ex
interesting om-awas the firs; bllliardist to lug. Mrs. liamblni's own preparation clasij, as
.ill l!
' strong
Kazzi is ur.u-- .
w;::;. Hoppe since his return of complexion cream builds up the perlence in the business. Suits made
and a
Ktessive and Butt.:,
Hoppe has a standing skiu and improves the complexion. ,0 order. Clothes cleaned, pressed anil
lias assured hi
Pa
The specific 1 use will not
friends he will :ii
a::y professional in the and is guaranteed r.oi to be injuri-- ! '?Piredthe Turk at hi.own game.
Ladies' garment
She al.so prepares a, hair tonic injure the cloth.
a'li! ;iu' li in $1'3 if he should otis.
that cures and prevents dandruff and k,li0 cleaned and walking skirts nisde
hiir In iil' out: restore lif. in ,t,oui l" oiuer. iitvo u:e iritti.
O. BAMBINI.
hair; removes moles, warts and suIHf
perfluous hair. Alno a face powder, a
COMING EVENTS
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
cure. All of these preparations
are!
purely vegetable compounds. Hav
March a Kerry from
Jui-- t
l
added a vibrator machine for
March
Klliiy's Royal Italian
treatment of scalp, face, and ctlre of band.
,
31wrinkles. It Is also used f'r rheuma-Viarles Hanford Com
March
Usui, pains and massage.
pany in Shiikspearlau l'lnya.
first-clas-

Jlu-Jlts-

ADDITIONS

PLOT IN THE AUCTION

Bowels

I

left-han-

A LARGE

"First Aid" to the

Mike Donlin proved himself to be. Nearly all of the players who write
McOraw's "rantankerous friend up the' to headquarters that they are in fine
'
fiver."
condition add a postscript to the effect
O
that they will be unable to report for
Thero will be six
batters practice as early as they should like
on the Toronto team this season, on account of business arrangements.
pretty nearly the record number.
O
I
The crack of the bat is resounding
O
Chicago fans have raised jr00 to in the land where the sweet magnowager that the Cubs beat out Cincin- lia grows. In alout 30 days it will
nati. There is considerable stillness be heard In this community, if there
are no Iciclps or stray blizzards lingeron the banks of the Ohio.
ing in the lap of spring.
O
"Noodles" Hahn used to ridicule
Tommy Murphy, tho perennial fightthe early training idea. He was one
of the first pitchers to begin practic- er, will meet Matty Baldwin before
the Chelsea Athletic club, March 8.
ing this season.
This is one or the best matches reO
Frank Hoppe, brother of Willie, cently made among the little fellows,
offers to bet $3,000 on his brother at and the fight should be a corker.
odds of 10 to 7, against George Slos-soJohnnie Ford of Jersey City, was
in their coming match in New
knocked out in half a round the other!
York on the 27th.
night by Joe Lavole at Gloucester,
Clark Griffith is pinning his hope Mass. He was unconscious for ten
cf getting two good pitchers out. of minutes and for awhile It looked as
his bunch of untried recruits. Talk though he might not come out of his!
about faith moving mountains, but trance at all.
Griff sure has it.
0
Six boats will participate in the
O
race
for the Roosevelt cup, three repThe Cleveland club "covered up"
only eleven players this year, white resenting America and
like number
several other teams "covered up" less Germany. The race will be held ofti
Marblehead,
Mass., and next year's'
than a dozen each. And yet Ban
race will be held at Kiel for a cup'
Jo.inson is finding fault.
by
offered
the kaiser.
Jack McCormickf the veteran fightO
"Spike" Shannon has been selected
er, has been engaged as trainer of
the Chicago Cubs, and he will look as captain of the St. Louis Cardinals!
after the physical condition of the by Manager McCIo!ioy. Shannon is
an outfielder nnd his selection was a'
men throughout the season.
surprise to St. UjuIs fans, who hadj
Battling Nelson's press agent Is
ivvniuK uver ine niiieia ior tne
having him rescue Imperiled women probable
leader.
in runaways in West Virginia and
O
The suspension for one year at
after he has closed his dramatic season, too. What a sheer waste of good Ascot park, of J. J .McCafferty and
"Boots" Durnell for alleged crooked
material.
racing will have a salutary effect on
C. M. Daniels is well qualified for the game at Los Angeles. Crooked
the title of "human fish." At the re- owners and trainers have about killed
cent aquatic event in New York he the game In this country.
broke fourteen American and two
O
world's records, which is certainly
Thus far, Cleveland. Chicago, Deswimming some.
troit and four other cltloa have been
picked as important factors in the
0
Charley Dexter will probably man-ng- e American league race. There Is a
the Milwaukee team In the Amer unanimous sllencn concerning one
lean association next season.
If he town's chances. Far bo it from us to
could only manage his temper he say that that town is Brooklyn.
would prove a valuable acquisition to
O
Jimmy McAleer has great faith In
the froth blowers.
Evans, tho Youngstown newspaper
After Inflelder Tim Flood, who as- man, who Is to be an American league
saulted an umpire In tho Pacific Coast umpire this season. "Evans will make
league last season, was reinstated he good," says Mac, "or else I don't know
jumped to the outlaw league. Sharper the elements that go to make
up a
than a serpent's tooth is the action
handler of the indicator."
of some baseball players.
O
O
Willie Hoppe, the boy bllliardist,
After Jack Root had gained a deci- found it necessary to send to St. Louis
sion over Fred Russell of Denver, at for an expert billiard player to play
Kalamazoo, Russell attacked Root and practice games with him, because
a lively fight, packing house rules, none of the lending players would
took place. Root was kicked In the play with him. Hoppe's friends claim
stomach and pretty badly hurt.
l that
Mornlngstar, Sihaefer, Slosson
wants to fight him again.
and the other cue experts are jealous

although these Indus- tries have already attained a high
degree of development In the district.
it is believed, that a great deal more
could be accomplished by thorough
organization.
aIul
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THEY WILL WRESTLE FOR
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP

e

t

ton.

meeting of dairymen, fruit growers,
poultry raisers, etc., of the Ozark
district, has been called to meet at
;he Hotel Jefferson for a three days'
es.-i- "
ii. to consider way and means
for the organization of the Ozark
ial I"K clupmcn: assoi iation. The
meeting is for the purpose of form
i ii i4 a
imbinatlon 01 the dairy, truu.
poultry, ra.iroa.l and real estate
of St. Louis and the Ozark
district, with a view of Improving
the various industries and devi loping
the (!is rirt for the mutual good. One
of Hie aiuis of the organization is to
be, t.) mike the statute authorizing

THE

PLAT AT OUR OFFICE, LOOK OVER THE GROUND AND MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS BEFORE YOU CO TO BID. SALES WILL BE MADE FROM

WILL
INCREASE RATES CHARGED.
Detroit, iuicu., March 7. The board
HISTORIC MISSION IS
of managers of the Lumber Carriers
ABOUT TO BE RESTORED. association met here today at the
Los Angeles, March 7. The historic Normandie hoted to transact some
mission of San Juan Capistrano, near important business in connectkn with
this place, long a picturesque ruin, the opening of the lumber moving seais to be restored and will revert to son.
The board will establish the
the Franciscan Fathers.
opening rates, bo that loads may be
San Juan Capistrano is more than chartered for the first trips. There
130 years old and was one of the is a large
amount of lumber at upper
most pretentious cf the chains of iake points, ready for shipment, and
uy me
l""""u"B
(here will be a rusit early In the
Brotherhood in the latter part'fon to get stock to consignees at the
of the eighteenth century.
It has Tm,nn,!
nrwi
n,,wain
played an important part in the con other Lake Erie ports. It is expected
version of the Indians. Nine years that the rates to be established will
were consumed in the construction of will be considerably higher than those
the building which was considered a in force at the opening of last season.
marvel of architecture by early
TRAVELING MEM WILL
In 1812
terrific earthquakes
a portion of the structure
BOYCOTT FIKETRAPS
and. after a period of disuse it was
old to two Americans, McKinley
and Foster, for ?710, and twenty year, CAMPAIGN STARTED IN CHICAGO
later became a subject of litigation
TO DEMAND
SAFER HOTELS
between them and the Catholic
FOR
MODERN
OF THE
KNIGHTS
church, which claimed the church and
ROAD.
its belongings and finally secured
possession.
Chicago, March 7. Western travelFor over half a century the mission has stood, a pitiful ruin, sinking ing men have started a movement to
ever into greater and greater decay. secure safer hotels. Members of the
About a year ago Father Lucius of the Illinois Commercial Men's association
Franciscan clergy of St. Joseph's, in hava agreed to constitute themselves
this city, began making monthly vis- a body of fire Inspectors with roving
its to San Juan and holding divine commissions to see that fire regulaservices within its crumbling walls. tions are observed in all hotels in
Recently Bishop Conaty of the diocese which they stop, and to "kick"' when
of Monterey and Ixs Angeles has dangerous conditions are discovered.
The West hotel fire In Minneapolis
acceded to many petitions that the
old mission be restored to the Fran- started this movement, and the Illiciscans and, now that this Is accom- nois traveling men have already heard
plished, the work of restoration will from Iowa and other associations that
the campagn for safer hotels will have
begin at once.
the support of the traveling biotaer-hooeverywhere.
WRESTLING MATCH OF
The West hotel was of the
MUCH LOCAL INTEREST.
"
New York, March 7. George Both-ueorder, but it did not
burn slow enough to prevent the death
the lightweight champion
wrestler, will wrestle of ight people, six of whom were
Ibrahim Kazzi, the Turkish light- traveling men. It is not this sort ot
weight wrestler, to a finish at the "fireproof" hotel that the commercial
(Iraud Central palace this evening travelers demand. They promise their
and sportsmen in general and lovers patronage to proprietors of the steel
of the wrestling sport in particular anil fireproof tile type of hotel. In
are awaiting the result of the match view of the fact that traveling men
with a great deal of Interest. Bothner form tho largest element In hotel
Is quite confident that he will be able prosperity, it is not unlkely that their
to defeat the Turkish wrestler and campaign will be the beginning or an
has made the statement that he Is era of fireproof building, such as no
not afraid of any rough practices, other agency has been able to bring
which the Turkish champion may see aliout.
fit to employ. Bothner has made a
"In any hotel fire most of the peocareful study of
and believes ple whoso lives are endangered are
that his knowledge of the tricks of traveling men," said the president ot
that style of defense will enable hiir the Illinois association, "We spend
to counteract any rough work cn the most of our nights in hotels and have
part of Kazzl. It is understood that a right to demand greater safety.
Bothner Intends to take the offensive Possibly many doubt if there Is Buffi
cient need for such a radical movefrom the very beginning.
During the last few weeks Bothner ment. Of three or four hotels in a
bas been training carefully and prac- go?d sized city, it will be difficult to
ticing attacks with John Parelli, the determine which is the least protect
big
heavyweight
Italian
wrestler. ed. The rule obtains the courry
Bothner believes that after the train- through, even in states where strict
ing with Parelli he is prepared to laws covering this subject are found
niett any wrestler even should he be on the statutes. There are now laws
heavier than his Turkish opponent enough, and it is up to us to stir them
will be tonight.
A large number of into action.
Already the campaign
Princeton btudents will attend the has won its converts and individually
match and will "root" for Bothner, the travelers will boycott hotels ihat
who Is wrestling instructor at Prince- do not provide protection,"
r,
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OZARK AGRICULTURISTS
HAVE FORMED COMBINATION
St. Louis, Mo.. March 7. A large

Sm

Formerly Occupied by Maynard, the Jeweler, Second Street, Next to First National Bank

MISSIONS

historic San Juan Capistrano ,4

INTERESTING

MlllliWIII

In Room

for That Purpose.
RESTORATION

MMEMSE
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BATTLESHIP WYOMING
NOT TO BE COMMISSIONED
San Francisco, Cal., March 7. '1 he
Wyoming, which is at the Mare Island
navy yard, and which is having the
turrets altered niav not go into com
mission again. The Wyoming Is one
of the vessels which it is proposed:
to keep indefinitely on the waiting'

ui-:r-

-

I

!

list. Tin- navy department has just
approved a stirvty of tile ship ti the'
extent ,f $i)ii,noo, of which amount
lil.oiHi will be spent on the turrets.
The remainder is intended for expeu
ili itre in gem ral overhauling;
but
George Bothner the lightweight
this amount will not be expended U
wrestler,
it is finally decide. I that the Wyom- i liampion
ing m'. not y0 into commisslou ul uti.l Abrahim Kai'.z! of Tyre, Syria,
a province oi Turkey, wiil meet in a
Ollee.
fir.!- ii ti.ii eh tor the i iiaaip!
of
r
Mrs. Y
I'ue appoint ment of a bureoii of immi
at th, Grind Central
has mine to the world
prat ion operative. The Ozark district Chicago.
Young
Miner. however, pa'.aie. New York city Bothner has
is paricu'ar!;,- adapted tj the raining
ti. t be really and truly alarmed entirely rec.iviie.i the
of his arm.
of tnir, dairy, farming, chick' n rais until she aoi.s to Fargo.
wnicli was .i. My ii.J.ir. ii in a receal
j

rkes-Mizne-
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'ARNOLD'S BEOT" Flousr is made from choitr.e'i! wikv,
BEST" is IbcgpmmHigf to maSs.e 'em all go some.
Insist Tmpoim Ihaviimg' "ARNOLD'S Bl$Tp" fpossa alii Grocers
I
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A"regular mectl:ii? or the St. John's
Pennsylvania lins two Arbor Days, one in irlng and
In fall, but so far as our experience In Allen-tow- n Guild was held this arterno n at 2:30
goes, saya Tin? Register, of that rity. the law that o'clock in the Guild hall.
tin y evliieli
ollii-these days, is practically a dead-lette- r.
created
It Is
The ladles of th German Lutheran
eoem to The Citizen to he plllcloiitly important and
true that the day Is observed In spirit, but literary pro- church met this afternoon In the
startling to bo repeated. Ho said:
grams do not plant, trees, neither do they
Lie church imtiors at which time some
Political tendencies at homo mid abroad iii'e ad- forests.
important business was transacted,
verse. SoclaliHtlc views are being greatly simulated '''
What Is needed here, as In many other places, is the
Dr. Pa;, ii". the fio ed lecturer, will
recent, exposures of corporate misdeeds; and abroad i creation of that sentiment which brings about practical deliver his famous "Home the Eternal!
and some of the people of St. Iouls have adopted Citv." at. the Lead avenue Methodist
markets nro unsettled by the Morocco dispute which is results
an idea that would work well In Allentown.
church tomorrow evening.
cauextreme
present,
advise
we
the
pending.
For
mill
In that city they have a Civic Improvement League
The Ladies Aid society of the Prestion in making investments. The tendency of prices la and to 'stimulate public Interest In the work the Tree
decidedly toward a lower level, and purchases should Planting Committee of the organization has issued an byterian church will meet tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the home
only be made on pronounced breaks. The Morocco dis- announcement to the school children relative to Ihe
of Mrs. B. W. I). Bryan, 800 Park
pute between France and Germany is still a cloud over in prly.es which are to bo distributed June 1, 190i;, for avenue.
to
made
la
difficulty
the largest number of contracts made by pupils with
Ihe world's financial situation. The
The Degree of Honor will meet to
appear as being the policing of the territory, while in
property owners for the planting of trees on
night in Odd Fellows' hall at 7 : 30
reality it Is an effort on thj part of Germany to obtain the streets of St. Louis.
work, after
With the auouncement of the contest the league Is o'clock, for initatlon
a bank charter that will financfe tho nation and which
which the members will entertain and
iwlll admit of great prestige, Influence and profit to Ger- sc'idlng out a pamphlet containing the Joint recommenmany. A good solution of this dispute which would dations of the Treo Planting Committee of the league refreshments will be served.
serve to remove the friction which threatens a war be- and the Englemann Botanical Club. The report of the
The ladles of the Hebrew
society will give a church tea In
tween France and Germany would be to organize In thiB committee gives the following six rensons for the plantthe vestry rooms of Temple Albert
country an International bank for Morocco, with a suit- ing of trees:
Friday afternoon, March 9, at 2:20
1. They Increase the value of the surrounding
able capital, and to allot a quarter Interest to the capo'clock. The public Is Invited.
italists of France and a similar Interest to Germany,
o
2. They protect the pavement from the beat of the
the Institution to be called the United
Tlie Home Mission ladles of the
International Bank. This I think would remove the bone sun.
Highland Methodist church will give
a
3. They add beauty and comfort to the city streets. a pink tea at the home of Mrs. C. 8.
of contention. It would be an easy matter to form
of $5,000,-O0- 0
4.
syndicate In this city to subscribe to one-haThey cool the air In summer and radiate the Trlplett, 1102 South Edith,
March
8. from 3 to 5 p. m, A cordial invlta
capital, and equally so to obtain the other half from warmth In winter.
5. They purify the air; the leaves inhale carbonic lion extended to everyone.
Jrniany and France, and as this would be an Individual
enterprise, and one in which our government would take acid gas and exhale oxygen.
There will bo a regular meeting of
6. They aid In counteracting the unnatural" condino part, neither France nor Germany could take excepthe Ladles' Aid society of tho Congretion to It. A charter for such an institution would be tions of city life.
gational church tomorrow afternoon
The committee suggests these ten different species at 3 o'clock at the residence of Mrs.
of easy attainment through the legislature of New
Jersey.
for the streets:
Soft maple, hard maple, sycamore, N. E. Stevens, 619 West Coal avenue.
American elm, white birch, Carolina poplar, Lonibardy All members are requested to be In attendance at this business meeting.
pojilar, Eurojienn cottonwood and the pin oak.
O
The committee urges the residents along any given
The young people of the Congrega-liona- l
It Is sad to have our Ideals shattered. There ls,'ni. street to meet and agree upon one kind of tree for that
about thirty-twin
Travers Jerome, the man who hated wrong so strenu- street, claiming that, the beauty of the tree avenue de- n umber,church,
met in the church parlors
ously that he fought even In bis sleep, and who was re- pends much upon the planting of uniform species.
lust night to banquet and to Intellect-uall.- e
platform. He
cently elected on a "turn
The report suggests that trees may be planted in
themselves with toasts by difhad been skinning skunks for year's and never seemed the spring or fall; but preferably In the spring; that ferent members f the party. Several
yelpmuch
penerated
or
how
probe
care
how
deep
the
to
they should be planted about 25 feet apart, and that no of the toasts were bright and witty
ing there was. Then came the Insurance scandal and tree should be planted which Is not Inclosed In
a suitable and the affair was pleasant, Indeed."
putridity got Into high life with a veuegeance. Honored guard.
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
names became a meek and men who were supposed to
The report will contain In full the city forestry bill,
be fit custodians for the savings of widows and orphans which was passed by the council on Friday, and is now Fenton, 513 South Third street a
farewell jiarty was given last evenwere found to be Just a little worse than ordinary thieves. before the
house of delegates.
ing, complimentary to Miss Ccrdy
"Just wait till Jerome gets at them," was the cry.
Reports are coming In already from school children Horn, who leaves on No. 1 tonight for
The public, in. its mind's eye, could see a procession of who read the first announcement of the
contest.
a.':, ies, her future home. The
frauds on the way to the penitentiary. The light was to One pupil has already sold 100 trees, and tree
TitHI evening
was sient most jileasantly
another
be turned on and the fellows who had made high finance trees, and they are urging the league to
Refreshsend them the with games and dancing.
a trade and swindled and robbed as surely as night fol- necessary blanks, so that tho property owners
can sign ments were served at a late hour.
lowed day, were to pay the penalty of sin. Well, It has '.he contracts before they change
Those jirestnt were:
Miss Cordy
their minds.
Horn, Mrs. William Kersten,
not happened. Remorse and shame have done something
Mrs.
in the venegeance line. The public has learned that 0) XXQOOOOXC0X30000OOOOOOOC0 Alloway, Miss Saunders. Miss Edna
Highbargaln, Miss Joe Dugan, Miss
even a high placed thief cannot hold up bis head when
Beryl Emery, Mrs. Paul Stowe, Mrs.
the world knows of his rascality. But the cells are still
Fenton, Flossie Emery and Arie
empty and the spiders are spinning cobwebs over the
Maier; Mr. William Kersten. Harry
rock piles where less .aristocrat ic scamps have worn
Fenton, Hoots Edwards and Williamout their lives in an effort to satisfy Justice.
Duluth News Tirbune.
son.
It Is up to Jerome, and lladley and Folk, and others,
O
to get busy. The people have had fireworks and excuses a OOOCX)0(COC0X)00000.00XXOOC8
The Albuquerque Woman's club, at
and resignations and a little restitution.
But they deIat meeting elected the followThe evolution of the quick lunch has brought about their
ing members' to serve for the ensuing
mand and they deserve that justice be done no matter the elniination of the waiter,
this
Berlin,
inhab- year:
in
and
President. Mrs. E. L. Medler;
whom it hurts.
ited mostly by deliberate and leisurely Teutons.
The first vice president, Mrs. B. H. Ives;
ingenious automatic restaurants recently established In second vice president, Mrs. T. Y.
;
The organ ofjhe water supply company assures the the German city are made the subject
of nn article in
rtcording secretary,
Mrs, G.
public that to purchase the present plant for $250,(1011, Is the Technical World Magazine
by Fritz Morris.
Webster;
corresponding
secretary,
to make a bargain counter purchase. Whatever the peoMrs. R. I,. Hnst; treasurer, Mrs. D. A.
"Cabinets
glas
with
walls,"
fronts
line
the
writes
ple gain In such a purchase must be the company's loss. Mr.
Morris, "and through these glass fronts are to be Bittner; assistant treasurer, Mrs. S.
It the company had otl;cr things to sell and merely of- seen rows and rows of little
elevators, with the slots E. Newcomer; auditor, Mrs. L. T.
fered the water plant as a bargain counter offer to in- and mechanism for working them. On one
historian, Mrs. G. E. Wilson;
side of the
recoup
to
other
especially
custom,
losses
from
its
duce
Mrs. B. B. Boden. The prois fitted an 'automat' bar, where, by dropping critic,
restaurant
company
But.
gram at the next meeting of the club
sales, tho matter would be different.
the
indicated price into lie proper slot, the wished-fo- r
will Include a humorous reading by
has nothing else to sell. The loss hy this bargain coun- the
waiting
comes
the
lo
drink
customer.
Shelves,
all
ter sale will be theirs alone. Hence, the organ of the around, on the little elevators, bring up hot sups, hot Mrs. H. B. Ives, discussions of "American Humorists and Their Place in
company is either selling out the company for the good roasts,
cold meats, jiies, sandwiches, tea, coffee In fact, American Literature", three minute
of the people, or It Is doing like a certain clothing dealer whatever Is on
menu, and that Is changed daily. talks of Bret Harte, Mark Twain, Bill
who was trying to sell a coat at a bargain counter price All the customer the to
do is to decide what ho wants, Nye, Field, Burdetto, Riley, Doley,
has
less than half of what Is was worth. ' But," asked the drop
his coin in the little opening, and await results. In and Samantha Allen, ending with a
purchaser, "how can you afford to sell that coat at so
less than a minute, up comes his meal, raised by elec- musical jirogtain.
much less than it Is worth?" "You see that man over tricity from the kitchen in
the basement, and it comes
1
there?" replied the dealer. "He is my partner, but
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
steaming hot or
just as ordered, and
hate him, and I am selling these goods nt this price either
d
clean, fresh and sweet, with no
waiter, with
d scoundrel!''
drying to break the d
black cuffs and greasy napkin, to take your appetite
Gei rge Learnard has returned from
away while handing It to you,"
k
a very successful
business
trip
again
time
and.
has
announced
Journal
Moruliiff
The
The quick iunch, a la elyetrictv, is' exejiedilloiii ihrougn the south.
principle
that it is obi'u'Cl to municipal ownership on
enough to suit, the most exacting customer. It is Just
Miss Nellie Pfitchen has gone to Las
Is opposed to It per bp. or in itself; and .Vet tlierd never a step removed ifoni the food capsule lo be carried in
Vegas to assist the Meadow City
was, anywhere, a more radical advocate of city owner- the vest pocket, and
ealeii between breaths. All late branch of lie Fraternal Brotherhood.
ship of any public utility, than the Journal has shown Icvelopments in days of
chemical foods anil speed mad
Harry Rankin, brother of County
itself to be in its endeavor to induce Albuquerque to ness, seem lo be designed to do away with delay and to
Surveyor Don J. Rankin, left last night
buy the present Inadequate water plant. Nor can it be
annihilating
in
succeed
leisure.
on his return to New York, his home.
forgotten that this persistent effort to unload the plant
Mr. Rankin left by way of El Paso,
m the city, at an exorbitatut price, began as soon as.
000CXXXX0000000000XX0XXXX
and will visit a number of southern
the Journal becamo satisfied that the people are unpoints while en route. "The Mikado,"
alterably opposed to the proposition for extension of the
the Japanese bellboy at the Alvarado.
Ufoe
present franchise. As the people will not grant the exaccompanied Mr. Rankin as valet.
tension, hope of outside sale was cut off. Hence, the
Dr. C. II. Carns' bull terrier is no
Journal immediately abandoned the franchise extension
more. Alier suffering trom acute
proposition, and begun to urge the people that they
pneumonia for more than a week, the
themselves become the purchasers. The object is the
little fellow gave up the ghost night
X00000CKXKXX0XXCK3XX0
same In both cases the people to lax themselves, that
before last, even though the most
the water plant may be sold at a very high figure.
If you want chrysanthemums next fall, start new skilliul treatment known to the medplants now, writes Kben K. Kexford in "Making the ical profession had been administered
The passenger traffic department ol Country Home," in The Outing Magaaine for March. him. Dr. Cams says that no autopsy
Daily Optic:
the Santa Fe has Issued another attractive looking folder Very soon after the old plants are brought from tho cel- will be necessary, as the' cause it
.that falls to show las Vegas on its map, which makes no lar, sprouts will iijipear all over the surface of the soil. death was quito evident.
mention of this city, except in a rate table. In consider- When these are about two Indies tall, cut them away
Andy Robinson left last night for a
ation of the vast amount of attention that has
from the old plants in such a manner 'that each has a bit trip to Goleltield and Manhattan, New,
drawn to this city as a result of the advertising of the of loot attached. Put these into small iots of rich soil. where he will look over some mining
National Fraternal Sanitarium, it is not too much to Keep them well waVreel, but do not give much heat or properties, of which he Is the owner,
expect the Santa Fe advertising department to give, at they will make a spindling growth. Be on the lookout and supervise the yearly assessment
least, a fair share of attention in Its publications to 'his for aphides. If any are discovered, make an infusion of work on the claims. Rumor has it
city. Not since the time when the Montezuma whs the ordinary soap of household use, and spray the plants that Mr. Robinson will return to Ala benedict, stopping off on
closed by the Santa Fe company, has the adv ri ising well wilh it. This is important, as the insects will seri- buquerque
Angeles, for
his return trip in
department given this city the least H'letiiion.
ously injure the young jilants at this stage of their ex
tho purpose of taking from that city
five
istence. Ti make the sua infusion, shave half a
one of its fairest belies.
New Mexican: There are indications thai Governor cent cake finely, ju nr water over it, and put it in a warm
Dr. C. II. Conner, the osteopath,
Folk, District Attorney Jerome and other great reform place, until it becomes liquid. Then add to ii five or
who has ro ins In the Burnett build
ers have relaxed In their crusades against
liiical cor six quarts of water and apply.
ing, Is xpected home from Phoenix.
ruption ami public graft, and there is tear that they may
Gloxinias and tuberous begonias should be started Ariz., on Thursday of this week,
Towne, Sibley and into growth now. It' the tubers were kept in Iu,s over will inmie.li.rely open his office and
go the way of
for
others of equal fame In reform history, w ho were weaned winter, shake' them out of the old soil and spread Ihem the reception of patients.
lr. Congodd ss by the out on a piece of old carjiet or moss, which should be ner's many friends will be pleased to
front their allegiance to the star-eve- d
whisperings of trusts and tho sheen of gold. Ilowevei, Kept warm and moist, and leave them there until they learn Hut: lie has fully recoven-it may be that it is only he relaxaiiot. which follows sprout As soon as sprouts appear, put them into Jiots from the illness that one llnie promised to end his life and which incaevery first effort of a man ne' in oflicc. but another in rich loam.
pacitated him f rr m business several
proof of the words of Aeschylus: "Who holds a power
A few roots i,f dahlias can be jiotted and started
mont lis.
but newly gained Is ever stern and good."
into growth now, if juit want, some very early flowers
Telephone company
The Colorado
But the bulk of them I would hold in reserve for warm
Ihe I riuidad Advertiser says that a movement is weather pluntlng In the garden. Do not break apart has alim! completed the wink of inon foot In Denver for the format ion of a bread trust, those you start now. but pot the entire bunch of roots. stalling a new switchboard at Bernabacked by the retail grocers of that city. They have When the lime comes to put Ihe plants out, each root lillo, the only drawback at present
a shortage of switchboard supmade a proposition to three bakeries there to buy all that has a sprout attached can be broken off and made being
plies, owing to the numerous new
shops
their bread from ihem and to force all the Small
an independenl olant of.
boards being installed throughout the
out of business, if the talkers will pay them la jut cent
country by Uiis company recently.
of the jrofit8 and sell them bread at 4 cents jut loaf.
The win gang is working south of
Umbrella Business.
The matter has not as yet taken definite shape, but tin
here near Las Cruci'S. making repairs
t ailed States makes 15,ooo,oim
yearly.
offer has been made an.l is being considered.
all along the lines of the C dorado
Some sell up lo 2oi apiece.
Teiephone company.
Folding
now
umbrellas
made.
It Is said that fully lOO.OOo
carrying
J. I.. LaDriere, "he archite t, b ft
key.
Some
.
lock
a
with
an average of $2. Duo each, have accepted ihe surrender
this m ruing on tho California limitMostly girls
employed.
value of their policies and withdrawn from Ihe four big
M.,
ed for Gallup,
he will be
Stem and ribs made in one factory; whole article u engaged severalN. dayswhere
companion since the outbreak of the insurance scandal
figuring on a
another.
new cour house for McKinlcy county,
last year. As there Is a profit to the companies by these
Oiih girl hems l.ooci yards umbrella covers in a day for which (,.- has secured the contrac t.
withdrawals, because surrender values are always a
Girls run machines making 3,000 turns a minute.
The Me Kmley county cominisiinei s
below real values, tho policy-holderemaining are
have inn decided what mate rial idiall
Cover Is stitched to the frame in 21 places.
by so much the better off.
beMany kinds of handles hut wood nine out of ten.
used in building the!
court
heuiKC. anil this will be one matter Mr.
The Agricultural Committee of the bouse left out ol
LaDrb re will help them deciih while
What He Missed.
its appropriation bill the usual Item for free seed. Mr.
on this irip. The McKlnley county of10
says
Trimble of Kentucky
this 'was due to the efforts of
Piiikem I won enough at jsiker night before last
fices arein an ' rdinary iiiisi
representatives who are ,rm cities an. I. not in sym- pay for an automobile.
ni'ss house at present. A m V conn
pathy with the needs of the farmers. He
house will be of jireat rulb'r m the ofthat
Piunket Arc; you goile, to buy one?
fice holders.
the Item will get into tho bill.
Plukem No: I lost it again last night.
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I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

pic.-eorv- e

i

Young Men's Suits, Boys' Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles

j

A Rifle Given Away With Every Boy's Suit

DUNLAP OPENING DAY FEBRUARY 17

M. .MAWDELL
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States-Morocc-
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Politics and Fi tog race
Henry Clows Mid pome things the
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FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

'

lf

Policy of 4Ms Store

)h

Is to clean up stock

Wake Up, Jerome

once yearly and open
season with new goods.

o

THE NAME

Wm. CHAPLIN
Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest

Supersedes Waiters

Aiad Kills Tipping

if

May-nard-

pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
lOOOjpairs misses' and children's fine
3000

shoes.

1

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carelully inspect the shoes

ice-col- d,

dirty-hande-

nt

MODERN METHODS
FOR

PROGRESSIVE

BUSINESS

MEN

methods are
modern. Sheets ruled to
suit your special needs.
Binders of all sizes made
to order. All the work
done in our own shop.
Loose-Lea-

f

H. S. Lithgow
MOO K

&

Co.

HINDERS

former-Congressme-

jxilicy-hobler-

s,

c

le

rs

-

jin-dlc-

ne--

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIN

U-e-

I

0

themselves. We feel confi-dethat if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

:

Good Advice to
Lovers of Flowers

o

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchangee
BEST TURNOUTS IS THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avfenues.
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

THE CELEBRATED

0. W. Strong's Sons

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

STRONQ BLOCK.

UNDER TA KERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Bottled In Bond.

MONUMENTS

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
201-21-

Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KT.

MELINI

& EAKIN

0

Albuquerque, N. M.

EVERY

199.

"KNOCK"

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaved Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., aKents, Albuquerque. N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK. Proprietor. Perea. N. M.
GARBAGE CANS.
FOR GOOD, STRONG CANS AT
LOWEST PRICES PHONE OR CALL
HARDWARE
ON ALBUQUERQUE
CO.

N. Second St.. Both Phones.

Sola Agents.
Automatic Phone,

IS

Crown Studio
Novelty

UNCLE

Works

JOHNNY.

F. S. HOPPING. Proprietor

321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment

of

PIONEER BAKERY

0
S
4

0
0
0
0
0
0

t

i

Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
winter Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of all
Mrs. CoveteLTle has sixty
hats that .will he sold this week, with- - kinds. Before buying give us a call. FURNITURE
out fail, the sale U'ginuinj; on Thursluy.

A

"BOOST."

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
210',-- i
West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

Albuquerque

and

EXCHANGE

AND STORAGE CO.
BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Bailing Bros.)
FOR GOOD, STRONG CANS AT WEDDINO CAKES A SPECIALTY Furniture Crated For Shipment and
We desire patronage and we guar
r Otold on ComTiesion.
LOWEST PRICES PHONE OR CALL
J. W. MASTERS.
ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE antee first class baking.
ON
207 8. First Street.
Albuquerque.
118 West Gold Ave.
.
CO.
,
GARBAGE

CANS.

SIMON

r
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JUST RECEIVED

v

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF
CORONER'S INQUEST

PROSECUTOR ASKS

TRIED FOR SETTING

FOR

FIRE TO HUMAN BEING

LENIENCY

BEGAN TODAY

of Hardeman Against Frank Rose Convicted of Jury Selected That Will Decide How J. W. Paxton Met
Hope
Abusing Animals-D- r.
Chavez Comes to Trial
Death and the Cause.
Offers to Pay Fine.
in Police Court.

Case

MANY

WITNESSES

PECULIAR

ON BOTH SIDES

CASE WITH ODD ENDING

j

FACTS

CONCERNING

T R AJG.fc

D Y

I

1

indis-jcreti-

j

i
j

o

tv

Hin-con.'- in

I

l"

FLOUR

1

NEW YORK PRODUC-

Roosevelt's visit to this city, handling
the train over this division.
"No one regrets the accident more.
than I," said Archibald, "and it will
be on my mind for a long time to
come, but I did not know there was
anyone on the track at all, until 1
saw the mule fly up Into the air, and
then I didn't know we had killed
until niy fireman told me of it."
The Fireman's Story.
Earl Stevens, better known ns
"Windy," who was the fireman on the
limited when It killed poor Paxton,
rooms at 707 South First street, where
the engineer, Archibald, also rooms.
Speaking of
he said:
"We were rolling In pretty lively,
about twenty-fiv- e
miles an hour. 'I ne
engineer had Just whistled for the
1
crossing, and
was ringing the bell,
and looking out of the window, towards the depot. Suddenly I saw a
team come from behind the mill and
start for the tracks. The driver was
apparently
looking straight ahead.
The muleB shied to one side, and tne
mun In the wagon struck them with
the whip. They lunged onto the
tracks, und I knew we were going to
hit them. We did, and everything
went up Into the air. 1 Jumped off
my seat and crouched down, for fear
something would fly through the window of the cab and hit me. When I
could get my breath, 1 ran around the
boilerhead and told my engineer. lly
that time we were well down towards
the depot s .id ran on in before stopping.
I was so excited that I don't
remember whether the driver looked
our way before we stiuck him or
not."
Iy

any-iHx-

A peculiar case, with an exceedimiie justice irawiura, sitting as
When the case of William Hardepeculiar termination came up in coroner, began an inquest this mornman against E. Chavez was called for ingly
court this morning In which a ing, into the death ol J. W. I'axton,
trial In police court this morning, an police
man arrested on a misdeameanor driver for the Whitney company, who
Interesting symiusium
beensued
and fined and ,'wus struck by the Santa Fe California
tween the attorneys and Judge Craw- charge, watt convicted
released upon the plea for len- j limited train No. a, yesterday fore- -'
ford as to what would be the best then
iency by the prosecuting witness, who noon, at the woolen mill crossing, and
charge to prefer against the defend- offered
Instantly killed, the mules he was
to pay the fine himself.
ant. The court thought that of maFlank Rose was the defendant. His driving differing a like fate. Particullei jus mischief would cover the crime arrest
wa chronicled in this paper lar of this terrible tragedy appeared
pretty thoroughly. As this charge la vesterday, the
charge being cruelty in detail in yesterday's Evening Citisimply a misdemeanor, it met tne ap- to
zen.
animals.
proval of Attorney Chavez, who repreNames of the Jurors.
is a teamster In the employ ot
sents the defendant. Mr. Chavez sug- J. Rose
The following panel of Jurors was
Garver. He was at work yestergested, with a broad smile, that ar- dayT. with
team f
excavating drawn this morning by Marshal
son might be preferred if this law in- a cellar ata the cornermules
end subpoenaed forthwith:
of Sixth street
beings.
cluded setting fire to human
Mell Summers, U. Ruppe, John Hart,
and Tijeras avenue.
thought
legislators
did
He
that the
Dr. W. Q. Hope was driving past Irwin Hale, Terry Armljo, I,. C.ratll.
not thli.k at the time that mankind the above mentioned corner yesterInspected the Remains.
was combustible enough to burn on day, when his attention was directed
After being duly sworn by Judge
this earth. Attorney Hlckey, the at- to Rose by the noise a rawhide whip Crawford,
the Jurors proceeded in a
torney for the plaintiff, looked at the produced as it cracked around
body
the morgue of O. W. Strong s
assault upon his client in a far more legs of n team of mules hitched tothea Sons. to Here
the unfortunate victim
serious manner, and in spite of a mo- scraper. The scraper was filled with of the cars was
viewed. The Injuries
tion made by Attorney Chavez that dirt, and immovable,
way
owing to the
sustained were carefully inspected
his client be discharged owing to the It was wedged in the earth. The and noted. The inquest
thereon adfact that there was no territorial law mules were struggling up the side of journed until tomorrow morning,
at 9
covering the alleged crime, asked that the
o'clock,
In the city hall.
striving to accomthe defendant be charged with violat- plishembankment,
the impossible feat of freeing
Witnesses Are Subpoenaed.
ing; sec. ion 1083 of
the territorial the scraper, Rose, in the meantime,
The names of all ' witnesses to the
statutes. This section says: "If any laying the rawhide on
in a cruel and crossing fatality are now being seperson shall assault another, with Inhumane manner,
the doctor claim- cured and some time today they will
intent to murder or to maim, or to ed.
Rose acted as his own attorney, be served. When the Inquest opens
disfigure, .or injure his person, ' etc., and questioned
Dr. Hope with the dex- tomorrow the railroad company will
"he shall be punished by Imprison- terity of a
criminal law- have two stenographers on hand to
ment in the county jail or territorial yer. Rose ran up against a snag, take down evidence, an evidence
prison for not more than five years, however, when he questioned the doc- It considers the tragedy more that
than
nor less than one year, or by fine not tor's knowledge of how to drivo ordinarily important and the intento exceed $1,000 nor less than $5t." horses or mules attached to a scraper, tion of securing exuetly what witThis statute makes the crime a felony. for Dr. Hope explained that he had nesses say in order to protect themThe allegations, of Hardeman have been brought up on a farm,
had selves against future law stilts, which
already been set forth exclusively In stood behind the plow and and
scraper will In all probability arise from the
columns,
briefly.
these
Hardeman, times without number, and had been accident.
who is a negro, was asleep in a chair around horses about all his life.
Examining Attorneys.
Daylight
at the
saloon on Third Judge Crawford convicted Rose, and
E. W. Dobson, the local attorney
street, when he alleges that K. Chavez fined him $,". Dr. Hjpe thereupon, for the Santa Fe Railway company,
poured alcohol upon his right ankle, spoke In Rose's behalf. He
that will rigidly examine all witnesses for
setting fire to Hie liquid with a he did not wish to persecutesaidRose,
that company. I District
Attorney
match. As a result, the negro was who was a married man and working Clancy will represent the people.
horribly burned and since has only hard for a living, and who, according The district attorney will make an
been able to get around with the aid to his testimony, maybe did not inten- effort to elicit from the witnesses of
"
of crutches.
tionally abuse the mules. The doc- the tragedy whether or not a whistle
Both sides have several witnesses' tor said that all he desired was to warning was heard blown by the ento be sworn, which formality started' see the law enforced, and that the gineer of the limited, whether there
at 2 o'clock this afternoon, the casej conviction of Rose would serve as a is any agency at the crossing to warn
being necessarily adjourned from this warning to him and others. To prove the public of the approach of a train,
morning owing to the inquest being' to the defendant that he had no In- whether or not tho siding there and
held on the death of J. W. Paxton, in, tention of persecuting him. Dr. Hope the woolen mill engine room does not
which Judge Crawford sat as coroner. said that he would pay the fine, but prevent H view of the track to the
The evidence showed almost con- - the court allowed the matter to pass east to those proceeding westerly
along thg road leading to the tracks
clusively that it was not Chaves whoj by aa a suspended sentence.
and whether or not, under these circommitted
the "alleged crime, butl
cumstances, Mr. Puxton had time to
rather a young colored boy, who sub-save himself after reaching its near
sequent ly skipped out. Chavez, the JAP CURK REMANDED
the right of way as he did.
evidence showed, was asleep on a taBACK TO PENITENTIARY
The railroad attorney will most
ble at the time. Judge Crawford disprobably try and draw forth testicharged Chavez from custody.
WITNESS IN HABEAS CORPUS mony to the effect that tho engineer
PROCEEDINGS NOf PRESENT-CA- SE (lid sound his whistle, and that it was
ACCOMMODATIONS SECURED
TO BE TRIED IN SANTA through the dead man's own
and carelessness that he lost
FOR LOCAL ELKS
FE.
I
his life. In this connection witnesses
District Attorney Frank W. Clancy will be asked to describe the action
1.. C. Hennett, chairman of the commules when they scented dan-'ge- r,
mittee having in charge the arrange- has returned from Estancia, where he 'of thehow
their Instinct made them
procorpus
went
the
to
habeas
attend
ments for the forming of a club, to
to one side and how the driver
be composed of members of the local ceedings in the Jap Clark case. Clark shy
the whip to them which sent
lodge of Elks, to attend the coming is the cowboy charged with the mur- laid
them
to their death. The
convention and grand lodge of Elks der of Janus Chase, who, tipon his inquest,nndwillhimconvene
lo o'clock,
after and last, it is thought,nt through
In 'Denver the third week in July, for release from the penitentiary,
the
the purpo.se of representing Albuquer- serving a term for horse stealing, en- remainder of the morning.
que, Is in receipt of telegrams from tered a hack and drove to the county
Whitney Store Closed.
1. A, Macpherson, chairman of the jail In Santa Fe, demanding that he Out of
respect to the memory of
sul) committee
on
accommodations, be locked up on the murder charge, J. W. Paxton,
the AVhiincy company
who is now In Denver, stating that although there was no commitment store
closed its doors tiiis afternoon,
thai gentleman has succeeded In se- pa pel s nor warrant for his arrest In the members
of the firm and the emcuring accommodations for 100 peo- the hands of the sheriff at that time. ployes attending
the funeral services.
Owing to a misunderstanding, Atple at the Hotel l a Shell, 1S28 Chamhardrepresents Mr. Paxton was a driver of t
pa street. In the heart of the city, at torney Renehan, who
ware firm, and while on
was
very reasonable rates, and that ac- Clark, did not have witnesses pre- struck and killed by the duty
passenger
commodations will be provided for sent, at yesterday's hearing, and Judge tram.
all ladies accompanying the Albuquer- Mann, who presided at the hearing,
Funeral Services Held.
if inanded Clark back to the penitenque delegation of Elks.
At 2 o'clock this afternoon, from
tiary
Fe,
at
keeping,
Santa
for
safe
commSt-Ution
on
transMirt:('
The
the chapel of Strong's Sons undertakis now in communication with off- and ruled that evidence In the case ing parlors the funeral services over
all
could
be
Santa
taken
Fo
at
when
a
icials of the Santa Fe, with
view to
the remains of Mr. Paxton were held.
securing a reduced rate for the occa- witnesses In the case were ready to A large concourse of friends attended
appear,
appointing
Clancy
Harry
S.
are
sion, and announce that they
the sad obsequies, which with the
meeting with much encouragement. to act. as referee In the matter.
beautiful floral offerings attested the
Their arrangements with the railroad
esteem in which all that knew the
will be announced within a few days. LOTS IN THE NEW GRANT
deceased held him. The flowers were
laid about the casket in sweet proLetters received from Denver state
ARE
TRACT
SOLD
ALL
fusion and were the teuder tokeus
he fact that the merchants of that
of greatly bereaved friends. The funcity have raised $60,000, to be expendTo incidentally illusirate the gen- eral sermon was preached by Hev. A.
ed in entertaining the visiting Elks,
and that they will decorate the city eral demand for unimproved building O. Harrison, rector of St. John's EpisIt was an eloquent
in addition to this. Tne Denver lodge lots in this city and the prospective copal church.
or Klks has raised $12,500, which will growth of Albuquerque, Colonel D. K. eulogy on the young life so cruelly
be offered In prizes for 1ho best Elks 11. Sellers, agent for the new (irant crushed out in the prime of inuiiliood.
band and best marching teams. A- tract, North Fourth and North Sixth Music of an impressive nature WiTs
ltogether, it begins to look as though streets, which was platted and placed supplied by Airs. F. H. Scliwentker.
The. remains of Mr. Paxton will be
this meeting of the grand lodge would on the market just a month ago, rebe on a much more elaborate scale ports
having already disposed of shipped on El Paso train No. 9, at
for
thnn anything held in recent years.
every lot in that, addition, some sev 12:05 o'clock, tomorrow morning,
Tex., the former home. A.
dif-- I Stanford,
The Albuquerque Elks are taking enty-onin number, to forty-twaccompany
will
of
city
W.
Shaw
this
much interest in the forming of a I'erent desirable buyers, most of whom
marching club, and It is safe to say contemplate beginning improvements the remains.
The Engineer's Story,
that Albuquerque will be well repre- in the early spring. Several second
"We were running about twenty-fiv- e
sented and that the club from hrre transfers have also been reported,
miles an hour when we crossed
will succeed in bringing back a slice where the first purchasers have made
of that $12. oo 4Ms a result of their from 15 to "5 ptr cent over the orig the Mountain Hoard crossing." said
liyrou Archibald, the engineer of the
inarching club.
inal plat price, substantially proving .limited, that struck and killed Paxton,
1'
:l!ie wisdom of their judgment.
I
had just blown the whistle,
now looks as If fully l.ooo new homes '"and
DEVELOPING CABALLO
about fifteen seconds before we went
would be built in ibis cjjy during the over the crossing. The first. I knew
MOUNTAIN MINES Miring year.
'of an accident was when I saw a
mule fly through the air, and light on
Dr. Payne, one of the best known iny fide (the right side) of the track,
Torrance,
a
mining
R.
J.
man. who 1' iturers on travel, gave us the rich Even then I knew nothing of a wagon
Is engaged in developing some prop- treat of 75,000 miles of travel. The or man, us I saw uothing but the
erty near Rincou, N. M., passed views are exquisitely colored. They 'mule.
My
fireman. Earl Stevens,
city this morning en were the best shown this season at 'crawled off his
through
seat, and walking
Chicago.
The
property
route to
Chautauqua.
Chautauqua Herald." 'around the boilerhead, said. 'Archideveloping
Is
is
which Mr. Torrance
Thursday
night ,at lead Avenue bald, we struck a man at the cross-ling.- "
twenty-tw- o
miles northwest of
Methodist Episcopal church, "R(im.
iiy that time we were down
Mountains.
I'aballo
The
the
ami
jthe Eternal City."
about
the brewery plant.
now
down
hole
Is
twelve
prospect
o
thought it would be useless and a
at
depth
that
found
ore
feet, and
POUND SALE.
waste of time to slop then and back
shows the property to be a flattering
I ran Into the depot, notified
up,
One brown pony, about 5 years old, my su
prospect, containing Jf, per cent lead,
conductor and the station agent,
'1 per cent copper.
pcT cent silver with one white foot and branded on
right hip with h on left flank; also who took the switch engine and wentI
and a trace of gold.
back, arriving there as quick as
Mr. Torrance is now on his way a pinto pony al.out ti years old, with could have, hail I stopped the train
conwhite
which
with
get
money
to
face
and four white legs. WU and bucked up. The bell was ringing
east to
duct u thorough exploitation of the be sold nt city pound Saturday morn- all the
time after 1 whistled for the
ing at 10 o'clock.
property.
crossing. My fireman saw it all."
THOMAS McMILLIN,
Mr .Archibald Is one of the oldest
TOE CUM. AT RUPPE'S.
City Marshal. engineers on this division of the Santa
e

Fe. in point of continuous service, and
was the engineer selected to pull the
president's train on the occasion of

t,

RUGS

TIONS FOR CASINO
Summer Theatre to Open on
May 15 With Company of
Sixteen People in cast
ON WAY

FROM

NEW

YORK

AND CARPETS

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

Albert Faber

NOW

Colonel W. H. Greer, president of
tne Albuquerque Traction company,
is enjoying a visit from his brother,
Julian Greer, who Is an actor and
painter, of New York city.
Mr. Julian Greer Is here for the
purpose of getting the colonel to accompany him to Omaha. Neb., where
ho expects to show his performance
of ihe theatrical company that will
open the Traction Park Casino on
May 15. Tho company was organized
in New lork, of excellent talent, and
is now working west, playing at the
most important cities en route. Tne
troupe Is expected to reach Omaha by
the time the colonel and Mr. Julian
Greer reach that place by leaving here
lonignt. which will probably le on
Saturday.
In speaking of the company and the
who compose u, wr. juiian
Greer said: "Nestor
one of
ine nest known actors or the American stage, and the man who succeeded
Nat Goodwin successfully In 'WJien
We Were Twenty-oneVirginia Anderson, only 17, but a woman of
charming personality, Maud AdaniB'
beauty and art, a coming star, is
our leading lady. And she Is certainly
a wonderful young woman. There
are many strong characters and, specialty people among the sixteen persons, and I am not exaggerating when
I say that It is one of the strongest
troupes on the road. I am taking the
Uolonel back to Omaha to witness the
performance of the company
"Oh, yes," continued
Mr. Julian
Greer, "I expect to return with the
company, and we will be here all
summer. Wo hope to reach here In
time to open by the middle of May.
We carry our own scene painter, a
very capable man, who will furnish
scenery for any production wo may
care to make. Our shows will include the best New York productions,
with scenic effects."
Mr. Julian Greer expressed himself
as surprised and pleased with the elegance and adequacy of tho Traction
Park Casino. ' He said that It would
be a compliment to a city of 100,000.

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

00o0

oooooooooo
THE

NEW
ANTONIO

HOME

YORK

ARMIJO, Prop.

GROWN

Special Sales Every Saturday.

oootoofoooo
Albuquerque

Lavme.
young man 2i years
to Albuquerque sevfrom Savanuah, Ga.,
Buttering from tuberculosis, hoping to
oe nenetittea by the sunshiny cl!
mate of New Mexico, died at 7 o'clock
this morning at St. Joseph's saniiar- ium.

5

ooo

m

121 N.

Street ?

Third

Machine Works

f.

MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can;
Pulleys, Grade Bare, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron

Building.

ihafUan
front !ot.
.

Ropmlrn on Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpoolaity
Foundry east tilde of railroad track.
Albnq.nerq.ae.

The deceased was n young man of
cheerful and bright disposition, and
had made many friends in Albuquerque, although only here a short time.
For some time he was aware that
his death was very near, hut took the
matter philosophically, and suffered
silently and cheerfully, his only desire
being to get Hrong enough to return
to his native city of Savannah, where
he could inhale the fragrant perfume
of orange blossoms once more, and
die among friends
and relatives.
However, his wish was not granted,
and he "crossed the dread bourne
that separates time from eterntiy," in
Albuquerque, surrounded with every
comfort and consolation
that kind
friends could provide.
SOMETHING ABOUT
He was a member of local council,
C41. Knights of Columbus, which orTHE BARE LAS DITCH
ganization has charge of the, remains
pending the arrival of a sister from
In the work of cleaning the elltcn
Savannah, where the remains will
llarelas through the city limits and
probably be shipped and Interment of
which the city has to keep In repair,
take place.
aJJ kinds of obstructions have
been
met with, placed there In a groat
Cecilia Ida Benson.
This morning, Just after No. 2 left many instances by adjacent properly
Gallup, AViss Cecilia Ida llenson, aged owners who ncroach upon tho right
24, of Creston, la., who was en route ' f way and banks of the djtch.
All
Irom California to her homo in Cres- these obstructions' have
parton, expired from a sudden attack of tially removed, but there are still a
heart disease. Tho young lady hail number of fences which will have to
been a sufferer from an affection ef be set back so as to allow tho dirt
Ihe heart for some time, ami had from the banks to be piled up.
been in California in Ihe hope that
The ditch bed being worked now
the climate there would benefit her. has almost been obliterated by garb-as;Growing somewhat better, she decided
and refuse of all kinds, making
to return to her home, and was en It a very hard Job for the diggers,
route there when the grim summons everything, from a broken cooking
came. Her brother, Roy K. Henson. stove, rooting Iron and scraps of all
was with her, and stopped off here, kinds, to old trunks, iron hoops, tin
w hen No. '1 arrived,
to have the body cans, bottles, crockery, old boots ami
prepared for shipment to her former slioes, sewing machines, revolvers,
home'. The fiecease, father, who is hose, iron pipe, old bustles,
hair
a high official of tho Chicago, Hurling-to- n and teeth, has had to be dugfalse
out, and
& Qtiincy railroad company, will
the end is not yet,
the mayordomo
meet the remains, which will be ship- and his assistants but
will see that the
ped tonight, in Kansas City.
ditch Is properly cleared of all obstructions for the benefit of the farmCOMPANY G MEMBERS
ers and gardeners. The ditch has
been In operation for over L'oo hunHOLD COMPETITIVE DRILL dred years and has acquired the rlgnt
of wuy over present property owners
ONLY TWO QUALIFIED FOR THE bv all laws, present and past.
ESLAVIO VIGIL.
STRIPES, AND ANOTHER DRILL
WILL BE
HELD
INSPECTION
E. 1.. Ihiheny, the oil magnate, arFRIDAY NIGHT.
rived from the south this morning, acIn the competitive drill held last companied by a party of friends, and
night in the armory by Hie members they are spending the day In tho city
of Company ti, but two men qualified waiting for a train to carry them to
for officers' stripes, ami as there are their homes at Iajr Angeles. They
several sergeant. ships and corporal-ship- s are traveling in Mr. Doheny's private
to be filled, another drill will be car.
held Friday night, at. which time
!
LADIES' RIDING GLOVES.
Major Elder will also hold inspection.
(Jmirantot'd. Simon Stern,
In
At last nights drill Major Elder, Colonel liorradaile and Captain Ruppe the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
acted as Judges, and as these officers
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEYi
are all men of long military experience and strict military tact Ic dis- COMPANY.
ciplinarians, the boys, owing to lack
of preparation, went down like tenpins. However, tho showing made,
considering the time of drilling, was
apfxcellent, and evoked
One Night Only
plause from the visitors, a large mini,
tier of whom were pie-tiiThose
wlni win Hcrgcaiitships or cornoral-shlp- s
FRIDAY, MARCH 9
will be announced next Friday
nignt. Advices received from Adjutant General Tarkingtoii announce
that an encampment for this sumPATTEN AND PERRY
mer is almost an assurrcd thing, ami
IN
as a result, much inter, i. is being
tiken in the National tju.tr. Is throughout the t i r lory.

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE A NO

2 0 West Railroad Avence

CLUB ROOM 8

O

O

O

O

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale tlquo: and Ckar Dealers
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champagne. Ot. Louig A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 gouta First
Street, Albuquerque, New Meilo.
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BLOW YOURSELF
to . a WHITE LILY cigar (a bo of
tuai brand would bo better) and watch
your waist measure expand with
pleasure and pride. Honestly, the
WHITE) LILY is a smoke to make a
sick man well, a well man Jump with
joy that he's tillve and fit to smoke It.
All dealers at G cents the one; J2.0O
the box of fifty.

i

ji

I.

'

",

A.

.is

J. RICHARDS

WEST

,'

ELKS' THEATRES

Fines! Whiskies

BARNETT, Ptop'r.

JOSEPH

M. M.

o o o o

The St. Elmo

lie-e-

Imi-k-

J
0

,

Auto Phone 601.

Foundry and
?.

;'

Leo
Leo lavlne, u
of age, who came
eral months ago,

FAIR

PURE CHILE

i

MORTUARY.

f

'

iij

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

T

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD MAKING
Is the most Important of all; that

X

the selection

of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about thla if
Empress flour Is chosen, ft U o
Rood and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beet
bread makers use It for that Terjr
reason.
Is

4

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent,

X

Z

114 West Copper Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB
OLD

AUSTRIAN

'V' .

CATHEDRAL
BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery

I

& CO..

BORRADAILE

117 Gold Avenue

t.

TOO LATE

JERRY

TO CLARIFY

TON SALE

Furniture,
machine
and
!;iro cutting table.
Fifth street.
lug

il

fine

scw-d-

i

issmakcrs'
l"l North

FlROM

FOR .SALE

C.r.xcry and
exceptionally
this business. A flno
location. Doing a
ood
business
every month In the var. A very
hrlRht and attractive
Rent,
Maj-ket-

close

in.

un

'".

The Best and Hheanesf.

Telephone the Police
FIRE!
Telephone the Fire
Department.
ILLINESS!
Telephone the IHietor.

oooo

KXXXXXXXXDOCOCOOOCX)00000

farce comedy and
arraetlon, Introducing
vaudeville
many new features.
I'liifortned Concert Hand
rfiiin
and Orchestra.

A Hiasitiu

A

iiui deal

ri.-.-

20 People

Tho Telephone Is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRES!
The Telephone is au
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

cG

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
otoeoeo m m
oo

KERRY

ll.Kuit.

This is

low price for

DANGERS OF THE DARK

BURGLARS!

YOU NEED A PHONE IN YOUR HOME

FOU SALE

The oldest and best
tiildishcd candy kitchen and ice
Ice cream parler lu Allmqucrque
Call at I'll South
Second street
and investigate.

oooooeooc.oo ooooeoooooxi

20

Scenery
Watch for Street Parade. .
I'rices: .",, 7'. and $1: Children iiiic
Seats un a e at Mat son's Tutsday,
March ;. tit '' "' lock.

Wootton

&

Mjer,

Real Estate
AND

Ranches

RENTALS

and

Farms

All Si e ial

Correspondence Solicited.
;i S. Third St.,

ALDUQL'EHUUE

oooooooa

.

. .

.

N. M.

When you

ant something

In

the

House Furnishing Line
Go To

Chas. L. Keppeler
323 South Second St.
Highest price paid for household
gods. New and second hand goods
lought and sold. Phones: Store-H-od
2S2; House Black 263.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,
LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building,

.

ALHUQUKHQUE

FACE SIX.

MAJOR IIERSEV
TO NORTH POLE
New Mexico Adjutant

former

General Will Accompany
Well man Expedition.

layman alike. Major Itersey has received the assignment in accompany
Mr. Wollraan, through Wellroan'a request to the government to that effect. Major Mersey stated that he did
not know when ho would be called
from his duties o prepare for (hi; ex
pedltlon.
Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy In His House.
"We would not bo without Chamber-Iain'Cough Itemody. It Is kept on
hand continually in our home," says
W. V. Kearney, edit it of theIjowry City. Mo. That Is
just what every family should do.
When kept at hsid ready for Instant
use, a cold may bo checked at the out-pe- t
and cured in much less time than
after it ha become settled in the
system. This remedy Is also without
a peer for croup in children, and will
prevent the attack when given as soon
as the child becomes boarse, Oi even
after the croupy cough appears, which
can ,cnly bo done when the remedy is
toept at hand. For sale by all
s

t,

WELL KNOWN
Major H.

IN ALBUQUERQUE

Horsey. inspector of

H.

the United States weather bureau, and

former adjutant general of New Mexico, at the time of the beginning of
hostilities between the United States
and Spain, at which time he resigned
to accept a majorshlp of a Hough
Hlder squadron, fighting wilh Colonel
Rcxjsevelt In Cuba,
will accompany
Walter YVilnian. the Chicago Kocord-Henilnuin, on hi air 6iiip expedition
to the north pole.
Major Mersey Is well known to a
number of Albuqtierqtieans of the old
days, and to many citizens of Santa
of
Kv where he served a number
years as the weather observer at the
government weather bureau There,
and later as section director, with
headquarters In Santa Fe. Therefore,
his coming trip with Wollraan is attracting much attention in this sec-lioof New Mexico.
The major, when swn by a newspaper representative at F3 Paso a
few days ago, was averse to talking
of the coming expedition.
"It Is a Chicago
project," said the major,
"and I am simply going along as the
government meterologtst and passenger; therefore, Wlellman is the man
who has the right to talk of the expedition. 1 have no family ties, nor
near relations, and I risk but little, as
compared to Wellman, who has a
.large family.
"The start will be made from
Norway, and while we will try
to get away in May of this year, it
may Je May, 1907, before the expedition is ready. We will construct a,
wireless telegraph station at
and hope to be in communica
tion with tt all the time. The air ship
will be operated by two motors, one
so that if
.25 and one
on breaks the other can be used. The
expedition will consist of three or five
men, and each will be taught to op
erate the air shin so that reliefs can
be made possible In case of sickness
or accident to the others. The calcu
lations are that the Bhip will have a
maximum speed of twenty miles an
hour. The trip will occupy about
three weeks. If we return alive and
successful, then there will be time
enough to talk."
The proposed trip to the north, pole
or air ship has been .exploited
through the newspapers until it is the
talk of the hour, and is being watched
with much Interest by scientist and
d

n

Spitz-foergf-

Spitz-tiergen-

TO ADD 12 WORDS
TO PHONETIC

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS SUG
IN
REFORM
GEST FURTHER
SPELLING.
Tim aiiMoft nf refnrnieil RTtelllnir
hv the rienartmont. of
superintendence of the National Educational association in convention the
other day at Ixnitsvllle, Ky., and upon
motion of Dr. E. Benjamin Andrews
of the University of Nebraska, a reso- recommending
1iitl.ni una mlnntcri
that the department of superintend
ence overture me isauonai tuuuca-t'.:na- l
association to order that twelve
nhonctlc words be used hereafter in
all Its publications. These words are:
"Bizness," for business; "Bnuff," for
enough; 'Tether," for feather; "Mes- ure,
ror measure;
t'lesure,
ior
pleasure: "Red." for read; "Rut," for
rough: "Trauf," for trough; "Thru,"
tough;
"Tuf," tor
for through;
"Yung," for
Tung," for tongue;
wdb rltHruimrwt

young.

Torture by Savages.
"Speaking of the torture to which
some of the savag tribes In the Phil
ippines subject their captives, reminds
nie of the Intense suffering I endured
for three months from inflammation
of the kidneys." says W. M. Sherman of Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped
me until I tried Electric Bitters, ibree
bottles of which completely cured me.'
Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blood
disorders and malaria; and restores
the weak and nervous to robust health"
Price
Guaranteed by all druggists.
60c.
o
BIG

jf

JF la

to t

n--

j

rrifatiotu or ulcerations
u nt: ooa luetubitme.
Hwjj M la itrUir.
Fa.nlMi. t.d not aitiio
VJVl'Nt tNS!HtMiClt G. Bnt or po:onnut.
1"

SALE
i-'
BRACING MANY ACRES.
-.-

A Lively Tussle.
with that old enemy of the race, constipation, often ends in appendicitis.
To avoid all serious trouble with stomach, liver and bowels, take Dr. King's
New Life Pills. They perfectly regulate those organs, without ' 'pain or
discomfort. 25c at all drug stores.

Dm big Ct for unnatural
diftcli&raac.ftiflinimatiuna.

cp torit

LAND

W. F. Buchanan, of Tucumcarl, last
week bought the bond interest in the
Beck grant, in San Miguel and Guda-lup- e
counties, embracing 62,901 acres,
paying $ldO,(K)0 therefor.

MENANDWOtviEil,
1

LIST

nlftin wranner.

ly ixprwim. prepaid, lor
.ui. r 9 iof tip i. 79.
li
Circular
oa imtuMfc
anul
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Lot Your RfleE'cfoasst G v& You Maty
Other FSonair Except Gold Qom Fiogar

9ti
DR. BARTON

KVEX1N0 CITIZEN.

OF

E5TANCIA IN TROUBLE
TO BE TAKEN BACK TO EUFAULA,
INDIAN TERRITORY, FOR CON-

TEMPT OF COURT.

some of the best expert irrigation
engineers In the United States had
made a thorough examination of the
whole situation and pronounced the
undertaking perfectly feasible and absolutely sure In every respect, furnishes every assurance that could be
asked lv any reasonable person that
NEW
the predictions made by good judges BEJEWELED OWNER OF
YORK APARTMENT HOUSE IS
0 acres under that reserthat the
to make one of the
voir are
IDENTIFIED
AS
ST.
REGIS
most prosprous agricultural districts
CHAMBERMAID
CHARGED WITH
In the Pecos valley region, will be
STEALING A HOUSE FULL OF
fully verified.
LOOT POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED,
SHE DENIES MANY CRIMES.
DIED SUDDENLY

STRANGE STORY OF A FEMALE
DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE"

Ir. A. P. Barton of ICstancia, who
has filed on a homestead lu the
valley about fJght miles south
of the town of Iistancla, was taken to
Santa Fe Sunday by Deputy United
States Marshal Kornoff, who will later
take him to Eufaula, I. T. Dr. Barton
is wanted there for failure to obey a
subjoena to appear as a- w itness before
FROM HEART DISEASE
New York, March 6. Surprised In
a grand Jury in a murder trial. The
court issued an attachment for him
fine apartments embellished with
her
and the order lor his delivery to the WHILE SEATED AT TABLE, EAT- alleged loot from a half dozen of New
Indian Territory officials was signed
ING DINNER, A SANTA FE WOYork's swellest hotels, Mrs. Caroline
by Judge Mann before the judge left
MAN PASSES M DEATH.
Dr, Barton told the
Flower was arrested as Thelma Paulfor Estancla.
deputy that he would have gladly
While seated at the table, eating sen, a former chambermaid at the St.
obeyed the summons of the grand Jury dinner, at noon, Monday, Mrs. Dolor-Ita- s Regis. When
the detectives found
before gulMluz Indian Territory but
Romero de Trujillo, aged 67
flat building at
that his wife was very 111 and ho need- - venrs. fell suddenly dead. ut. her her-. at the
ed what money he hnd to bring her home, in Santa Fe. Death resulted 22.- West Eighty-thirstreet, which
to New Mexico and care for her. from heart failure. A coincidence is she owns, she was in evening dress
brought
the
attention
Ignaclo
to
When this is
the fact that her husband,
and ablaze with diamonds. If she Is
of the court, Dr. Barton will probably Trujillo, while eating New Year's convicted of the charge against her,
givyears
ago.
reprimand
dinner, four
after
died In the it will establish her a remarkable exbe left off with a
lng his testimony.
isame manner at the same age.
ample of a female "Dr. Jekyll and
ar-i
Mrs. Trujillo had been a sufferer Mr. Hyde."
The warrant which caused the
upon
days
the from heart disease. About eight
rest of the doctor was based
In mnslral life of the metropolis,
'ago she had a slight attack of heart Mrs.
charge of contempt of court.
Flower Is
as an accoma
witness trouble, but her friends thought that plished composerknown
The case In which he Is
and artiste. As
Monday
is an Important one since it Involves she had fully recoveed.
Thelma Paulsen It is charged she
the life of another doctor, Claud H. morning Mrs. Trujillo walked down worked as a menial in the great ho'cls
f town to make some purchases, and
Mills by name, who is a resident
of New York and carried oft silver
Eufaula. Mills, it Is alleged, poisoned remarked that she felt in the best and linen to deck
her rooms in the
a young girl In that town in attempt- - of health and spirits. At the mid-in- g big building for which she is trying
to conceal another crime. An ef- - day meal she laughed and talked with to pay a final installment.
Suddenly,
fort was made to save her life by Dr. members of the family.
Mrs. Flower is 30, and was born
Barton but, while he succeeded in con- - however, her face paled, she gave a In Mankato, Minn., Katrlna Pew, so Flower who was then under arrest.
teracting the effects of the poison, short gasp, and placed her hand to her aged mother says. The aid of Thelma Paulsen had given them an
conditions resulted which caused the her breast. Those at the table went relatiy?s and a small income of her address on 110th street, where Mrs.
girl to die. Dr. Barton said he did not t once to her assistance, but she mother from Norway made
it possible Flower's mother lives.
leave Indian Territory to avoid telling wns unconscious by the time they to send her to Berlin to study music,
Mrs. Flower drew herself up and
what he knew of the affair, to save reached her. and died before the and since then she has made her own denied that she was Thelma Paulsen.
Mills.
He was not locked up while f.oM be removed from the chair upona living as a concert, pianiste and at "Why, Thelma was my maid," she
to a bed. Med-at Santa Fe but was allowed to occupy which she was seated
assistance was called, but life teaching music. She performed un said. But her mother admitted tnat
room la the Claire hotel. He told
Mrs. Trujillo left two der the name of Caroline Maben, she
h
would make was extinct.
Henntv rnmntt
sons and one daughter, Climaca, Hil- - ! having married a man named Malen
n. attempt to escape.
Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
uuiu oi
ai i.t aiiu nauiutiai a i ii
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
ROAST
WILL
ROSWELL
itch.
B. Flower of Brooklyn, from whom
children,
are
mothers
several
of
the
ROSWELL KNOCKERS.
All of these diseases are attended
great
lives apart. She is described as
fhe
making
deceased
thus
the
Under date of March 3, a correspon- grandmother.
j very ambitious
to pay off the debt on by intense itching, wmch is almost indent writing from Roswell says: W.
her flat building and to gain fame as stantly relieved by applying ChamberM. Reed, engineer in charge of the
lain's Salve, and by its continued use
a soloist.
Afflicted With Rheumatism.
.., wag aiu am yet afflicted with
government worn on me nonuo reser-- ,
A former
housekeeper for Mrs. a permanent cure may be effected. ...
voir, had the water turned into the rheumatism." says Mr. J. C. Bayne, Flower told the hotel people that her has, in fact, cured many cases that
reservoir some days ago and the editor of the Herald, Addington,
had linen wi:h the St. Regis had resisted other treatment. Price
stream carried no silt or sediment dlan Territory, "but thanks to Cham- - marlc on It, and they found it when 25 cents per box. For sale bv a!1
druggists.
into the basin.
berlaln's Pain Balm am able once they descended upon her home.
Roswell has a few "renegades who moro to attend to business. It is the
A dual life was not suspected until
NEW SPRING HATS.
are charged with "knocking" the llCSt of nninwiits." If troubled with one of the hotel clerks had confronted
Hondo reservoir scheme. If they are rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial her and he immediately identified her
In all the new and popular styles.
12.50 to 15.00. Simon Stern, the Rail- cuusiii. ai it any uuie in me iuiurc, nnd you are certain to be more than as Thelma Paulsen, a chambermaid
their names will be published by the pleased with the prompt relief It af-- who had worked at'the hotel a short; road Avenue Clothier.
noswen uauy neoora so mat. me pun- - fords. One application relieves the time. She had come with strong recite can know who they are and accord pain
For sae i,y all druggists.
ommendations from the very Mrs.' Try a Citizen want ad.
them the treatment they deserve. The
means
fact that prominent men of
who come here to invest and, after:
careful Investigation Into all the conditions, buy lands under the Hondo,
reservoir and that the government did
not undertake the work until after
five-stor-

y

d

tht

.

...

ASK

YOUR

GROCER

FOR

Mrs. Flower had told ber she had been,
working In hotels between concert engagements.
Mrs. Flower was released on bond, t
She denies hysterically that she stole
anything and that she will satisfactorily explain the possession of so
much hotel linen and silverware.
FLOCKS DOING WELL
IN SOUTHERN PART.
Sheep are In extra fine condition
Fr.sm the
in Sou hern New Mexico.
ranch of J. H, Nations In the western
part of Socorro county comes the
word that condition- - could not be
Itetter. There was almost no losses
in that iltKtrlct an there were In North- icpur Mexico, e&neclallv alone the
AP
line of the Rock Island where deep
snows continued for a long period.
NOTICE.
If you want your money's worth try
out 15 cent meals. Cordova restaurant, 315 South First street.
Try a Citizen want ad.

GOLD COIN

FLOUR

CITY?

IE IRE

Saw THE Residence Seeftioim? Say Did Yoo. Go Dowim or Up?
TaRe Notice You Investor!
Sit Up, You Siome-BuilderS

EES

that Albupuerque is a city; a steady, rapidly growing CITY Do you know the critical stage
long passed; that no matter where or how this Territory may develop, Albuquerque
demands her toll; that she is IT

DO you realize

You Men Who

Dream of Money

the "CAPITOL HILL OF ALBUQUERQUE?"
That we possess the limited supply of what, from this time forth, MUST be in
DO you know we own

much demand? That we, and we only, have THE HEIGHTS THE SLOPE
THE VIEW? That, in one compact tract, only eight blocks from the heart of
the city, we hold over fifty blocks to be devoted to residence purposes excluetc? That
sivelyNo Factoreis, No Stores, No Saloons, No Boarding-houseproperty
your
to
piped
water,
you
will
furnish
we own our own water plant and
we
have esline, at a price guaranteed to be less than the present rates? That
tablished two large parks, and, at our expense, will build the cement walks
and line the streets with trees?
s,

is

Again, You Conservative Speculators
DO you know

that Silver Avenue and the adjacent blocks comprise the
CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION? That, beginning at one park, and
ending at another, it will also be parked on both sides throughout its length?
That, on this street, a building-lin- e
is drawn beyond which no dwelling may
project? That, though no time limit is imposed, yet here no residence, when
constructed, shall cost less than $4000? That these excluding clauses follow in
all deeds and assure to the purchaser and his heirs, for all time to come, his
home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such

(

:JUST SIXTY SITES

OA?

THIS A VENUEk

Sites, 100x132 Feet, 1000 to $1200! Think you Ambitious
Borrow If ftfeccessary; But Buy! Wait, and Someone VJiil be Glad to Treble
Your Price! We Hold Not All the Best, but the Best of All!

We Now Offer Building

Company
Improvement
The TerraGe Mdditlon
M. P.
SI A MM, Secretary and Selling Agent

IMHlMMHTTtm?

SWan;
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PAGE SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Z

All Kinds of Frssh

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.

Steam

EMIL KLEINWORT.

Masonic Bulldiug,

The First Rose of Summer

fa. ...to
j wnlcn
Is

original fn Design and
Carpets and Hugs.
of
Colors
We also carry a large lino ol sam
ples and can have any size Hugs
made on shore notice

a"l

new

I.'

k

I' r.'
if

.

ii

o

ailit

m

.mi

i

iA
.'.V

.

'

5

v :?

be seen In our Carper Ro in
. .
t.t- - .11
an 1a i la
19 repieie
wmi

7.P

hi
J. D. EMMONS.
Eoth Phone

Cor. Coal and Second

Agen:s for Hoosier Kitchen

Sole

THiS CHANCE
CURE

TO

SE

BARGAINS IN

HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES

and fat meat ami chili. A few carried
coffee pots.
Some of the men had yellow tickets sticking through their hat hands,
hut these were n t their railroad tickets. The majority of the natives coming acrofs the horder now. and especially those traveling over the
Santa Fe. travel on passes Issued to
the Holmes Supply company, which Is
a restoration having Its headquarters
In los
Angeles, and Has a contract
with the Santa Ke to furnish lahor on
the cast lines and western divisions
of tlie system. It Is reported thai this
company is shipping out of KI Tuso
daily on an average of 18a Mexican
lalKirers.
How the United States
contiact labor laws are avoided by
this company is not conclusively
known, but it is thought that the nun
are invited across the border by secret agents and that the contract a are
made in hi l'aso, this side of the line.
The only thing not escaped altogether
Is the head tax paid by the
men,
whiou is 2 per head. The certificate
for this head tax Is yellow, and that
is what a number of those who passed
through the city yesterday hud beneath their hat. bands. After paying
this head tax natives of Mexico have
the right to make any kind of a contract they may choose In the United
States, so long as they keep within
the c.mnion laws.
MOUNT

TAYLUk

ktScRVE
BEEN

HAS

LAP ROBES

CREATED

RESERVE

COVERS
SAN
MATEO
ASD THE TIMBER
MOUNTAINS
IN
COUNTRY
VALENCIA

We are offering some very s pecial prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

Register Manuel R. Otero, of the
United Stutes land office, at Santa Fe,
yesterday received information from
CO.
the general land office at. Washington,
to the effect that the Mount Taylor
reserve, covering the San Mateo
mountains and timber country in Valencia county, has been created by
the president, and that the lands contained therein were withdrawn from
public entry. The reserve is located
in the following townships:
Description of Reserve.
Township 13 north, range H west,
fractional sections 16 and 1", sections
but one fall of snow on the road the 18 and 1. and fractional sections 20,
past winter that amounted to any- 3D and 31. Township 11 north, range
thing, and the snow was easily re- 7 west, fractional section 3. flections
4 to 9, both Inclusive, fractional secmoved by the rotaries.
Agent C. H. tions Id and 15, sections lt to 20, both
General Passenger
Speers, of the Colorado Midland, de- inclusive, fractional sections 21 to 22.
All fractional township 12 north,
clared that a snow storm, accompanied by wind, hampers a plains road range 7 west.
Township 13 north, range 7 west,
much more seriously than It does a
mountain road, a fact not known ex- fractional sections 7, 8 and 9, sections
13 to 35, both inclusive, and fractional
cept to railroad men.
"Take tor example, the storm ol esction 30.
Township 11 north, range S west,
last week," said Speers. "It hampered all the plains roads, while the sections 1 to 4. Inclusive.
12
All fractional township
north,
trRlns on the mountain roads were
not more than half an hour late. The range 8 west.
explanation Is that on the plains there; Township 1.3 north, range 8 west,
is such a sweep for the winds that sections 25 1o 30, both inclusive, exall the cuts are filled, not only with cept that portion embraced in the San
snow, but with sand. It Is necessary Mateo Spring grant.
Township 11 north, range 9 west,
to send a crew to dig them out, which
takes from six hours to a day, or pos- sections 1, 2 3; sections 10, to 15. both
sibly longer. On the mountain roads Inclusive; sections 22, 23 and 24.
Township 12 north, range 9 west,
the snow may be deeper on the level,
but it has no such chance to drift, and sections 1, 2, 3; sections 10 to 15, both
the rotaries clear the track In front Inclusive; sections 34,22 35to 27, both insections
and 30.
of a train so that comparatively lit- clusive;
Township 13 north, range 9 west,
tle time is lost. We can send a plow sections
25, 26, 27, 34, 35 and 30.
out five minutes ahead of a passenger, and the latter will never know
STILL
that there has been a storm, so far as TOWN OF YUMA HAS
HER LEPER.
Inconvenience Is concerned."
Yuma still has her leper, or, to be
more exact, San Bernardino's leper,
CONTRACT LABOR LAWS
says the Yuma Sun. He is comfortaAKE EASY TO EVADE bly housed in a tent at the foot ot
Spee'se hill in South Yuma, and Is
said io have become so well pleased
HEAD TAX OF $2 ENTITLES MEX. with Yuma's climate
that he is willICAN LABOR TO SWARM
INTO ing to remain
Indefinitely. By day
THE UNITED STATES ANY OLD and by night he Is guarded to prevent
him from wandering forth and dissemWAY.
inating the germs of his terrible malTrain No. 10 did not carry as large ady, so that aside from the expense
a load of peon laborers this morning, being Ixirne by the people, he Is worktiie. consignment
consisting of only ing no detriment to the community,
six. Yesterday morning the number except it be the detriment which
was much larger, the consignment comes of having It noised abroad that
there is a leper here.
consisting of possibly seventy-fivof
ihe most degenrated human beings
Doctors Are Puzzled.
one ever saw within the borders ot
The remarkable recovery of Kenneth
the United Slates. There were several women In the party, which Is un- Melver of Vanceboro, Me., la the subof much interest to tho medical
usual with the parties that have been ject
coming up from Mexico almost daily fraternity and a wide circle of friends.
since the first of the year. Unlike the He says of hisVase: "Owing to severe
men, who are usually thin and wiry, inflammation of the throat and conof the lungs, three doctors
with drawn features, these feminine gestion
gave
up to die. when, as a last recreatures were sleek and fat. Several sort, mewas
induced t try Dr. King's
children clung to their skirts, as they New
Discovery and I am happy to say,
stumbled clumsily from the train at It
saved my life." Cures the worst
the local station. The entire party coughs
and colds, bronchitis, tonsili-- t
was crammed into one e ar, which was
is. weak lungs, hoarseness and la
the ordinary smoker kind, and with grippe.
Guaranteed at all drug stores.
them were many boxes of crackers 5uc
and $1.00. Trial Uttlo free.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

RAILROAD TOPICS
Keyes, a prominent settler,
years, died recently at Rich-vie111.
Mr. Keyes was the oldest
station agent on the Illinois Central,
years at
having served thirty-eigh- t
one point.
R.

B.

76

Special Officer Charles Mainz, ot
the Santa Fo, at Islet a. was in the
city yesterday on company business,
and stated that na sign had yet been
seen of the Indian who slugged Brake-maWalker.
m

Wages of about 8,0(10 firemen on
the Illinois Central railroad have been
Increased by from ten to thirty cents
a day, firemen of locomotives with
cylinders over eighteen Inches in diameter and firemen of swiich engines
receiving the higher scale.
Condemnation proceedings In the
case of the Si. liOUis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific railroad vs. A. N.
Thompson, wns heard in the district
court at has Vegas yesterday. Thompson, who bitterly opposes the passage
of the road over a large tract of valuable' land he owns near Raton, is represented by Attorney G. hunt of Colorado Springs and Fat Murray, of
Trinidad. The case has not been decided.

Iast Saturday the eastbound Southern Pacific passenger train, while
climbing; the hill from Simon lo Steins,
went into the ditch, owing to the
sudden discovery of a bad piece ot
track. The train was running slowly, owing to the steep grade, and the
shock of leaving the track was not
severe. All of the cars, excepting
the two rear Pullmans, went off the
track, but not a person was hurt. The
wrecking trains that went out from
Ixirdsburg did not have to cany a
doctor. The track was repaired but
the cars did n it ge' through until the
next day.
A VERY

Faulty Digestion

OlhS. VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
heather.
Harness, Saddles, hap
Causes Physical and Mental Break Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Tal
down J, H. O'Rielly & Co. Guaran metto Roof
lasts five years and
tee that
Will Strengthen the stops leaks. Paint;
Cash paid for Hides and
Stomach.
Pelts,
AVENUE
Few people realize the Intimate re tQ9 WEST RAILROAD
lalion between the mind and the stomEstablished Id 1882
ach. Worry and excessive mental
G.
&
work react on the digestive system,
while on the either hand the greatest Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jaa. Htekln & Co.'s Coffees. Jul
cause of nerve and brain Impoverishboden's Granite Flour.
ment Is a weak or faulty digestion.
Just as soon as you find that your
food is not properly digested, that you
'aste It aftr eating, that the tongue
Groceries
Is furred, the breath heavy, the appetite poor, the head occasionally
Hlllsboro creamery Butter Best on
dull and aching, begin the use of
Earth.
It Is a guaranteed cure for ail disSolicited.
Free Delivery.
eases of the stomach, excepting can- Orders 14
South Second Street.
cer. It Is not a patent medicine, and
Its formula is furnished to physicians,
Om
druggists, and all intelligent people
INSURANCE; REAL, ESTAT- Ewho may desire It.
a
differs
NOTARY PUBLIC.
from any o;hcr remedy on tho market, both In its lasting effects and In Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
the manner In which It Is sold, that
is, em a guarantee that It will cost
nothing unless It cures.
Ask J. H. O'Rielly & Ce. to show
you the guarantee
they give with
every flftyent box of

S. B. Grimshaw, assistant general
manager of the Santa Fe Central railway, has received letters regarding
little Gertrude Kenough, 9 years old,
who left, unescorted, via the Santa
Fe Central railway, for New York
City, February 19. The letters are
from officials along the line of the
Santa Fe Central, the Rock Island and
the Baltimore & Ohio railway companies, telling of the child's
safe
transfer from one road to another.
The last letter is from a friend of the
child In New York, saying that she arrived safely February 26. It is seldom one so young maes Bitch a trip
alone. The little girl arrived home
none the worse lor her experience.

F.
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PRATT

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

CO.

Staple and Fancy

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We safe added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolecs without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring tbem to us
and we will straighten tbem out for you.

A.D. JOHNSON

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim No. 548.)
Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Ke, N. M..
March 5, 1906.
Notice la hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
March 3, 1891 (20 Stats..
854). as
pumpamended by the act of February 21, and supplies and horse-powe- r
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said ing outfits.
proof will be made before the IT. S. Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M em April 14. 1906, viz: Pilar

agons
p.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

A. SLEYSTER

back or

o.

DON'T SEND AWAY I
It
for your vehicles and harness
you can buy them at borne And see
what you are getting, and we are
right here to stand by them.

1, Sec. 25. T. 7 N..
the
R. 2 K.. and in Sec. 30, T. 7 N., R. 3
IS., lot 2, Sees. 25 and 26. T. 7 N., R.
2 K.. and Tract A in lot 3, in Sec. 35,
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Tract B. lot 3,
Sec. 35. T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 2,
T. 6 N., R. 2 E.

n

Tijera

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building ScppHes

f',

,o

r--

l,T C

PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
Krp warm and enjoy the cold
dart by wrariog perlecv-UtCIn-

Frost King
or Frost Queen
Chamois Vest

e

The Williams

Scientific Wonder.
The cures that stand to Its credit
make Bucklen's Arnica Salve a acle'n-tlfiwonder. It. cured E. R. Mulford,
lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry,
Waynesboro, Pa., of a distressing case
ef piles. It heals the worst burns,
a ires, bolls, ulcers, culs, wounds, chilblains and salt rheum. Only 25c at
all drug stores.
A

CURE

THE

TOW A - GffAOl

Or. King's
New Discovery
WITH

t
j

Price
60c a $1.00
Free Trial.

OUGHSand
J0L0S

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain aad Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders Xor
this line wltn ua.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
OOOOOOCXDCXDCOOCOC)OCOOJOOC

CARPET

CLEANING

Cloans everything.
VlirnlturA

Tn

SCREEN TIME

FIRE

$6.00 Per

J

ing and shipping, unpacking and J!
setting up, and is no upstart at Vi
the business. There Is no oth'
er Just Thornton. Ilolh 'phones
737 South Walter Street.
4

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at J. C. Waldrldge's Lum
ber yard.

Ton

- MILL WOOD
KINDLING

COKE

the
nstb.

INSURANCE.

W.H.Hahn&Co
GOTH 'PHONES
OOOOCXXXOOOOCOOCXOCXXXXXD

"iaJJ3
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-
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DRAGOIE

M.

Colo., Red 284;

DATE SIGNS

t )

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will be
served promptly at any hour of the
nighL Prices will be from 25c to 30c

M. GRENADINO & CO.

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

N. PEACH & CO.

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 20H-Wes- t
Gold Avenue.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

.4P333k.

"r-ra-

giTTIK afflrnl'

Raikoad Metropolis of New Mexico
of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway

is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

j

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsitc

I

Of l.'JOU business and resldture lots, etee 25x142 feet. laid out with broad 80
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and frand old shade trees; publis school bouse, cost-luand
116,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitant; largest
mercantile establlstiUieMs in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Helen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
o.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be estimated
70-fo-

NO SNOW SAVED A
ROAD MUCH MONEY.
The absence of snow on tho lines

M--

ALL

of one western railroad, the Chicago,
Milwaukee & Si. Paul, has saved the
companv $j0o.'"' this year, according to James K. Preston, commercial
agent of hi- - company. There was

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OP THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

Ihe lots offered are

rial and

1

In the center of the city, well grsded, (many of them improved by cultivation)
wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc. Alio a Ant-clasmodern hotel.

;

CO OVER

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

no used or grave!

first-clas-

s

bakery, Uilor shop, shoe house. Jeweler, piombint

tho.

ylanlnf mUl,

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
. r- APPLV
P r TU C
OT. I .w
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MUann
.
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USE

COLD COIN
FLOUR.
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M. BERGER,

JOHN BECKER, President!!
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dCrrmih,

Auto-

Lucero

9

Cut-o- ff

&
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7", Am

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.

Is

A. E. WALKER,

He is
UAi-ltt-

OOCCOOOCOOCXDCOOCOOCIOOOOC

ALBUQUEFQUE PLANING MILL

JLS8, or MONET BACK.

STEAM

Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

Cerrlllo. ...... American Block P KX)OOOOOOCXXXDCX300000C)00

I Sorest and Uuickest Cure for all
I THROAT and LUNO TEOUB--

MEXICO

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

N. T. Armljo Building.

17.

LUNGS

rONSUMPTION

Drug Co.

FRONT STORE.
W. Railroad Ave.
Both phones.

Room

& CO.t

NEW

NEW WORK
had far letter ho done right in the
beginning, as thereby endless repairs
are unnecessary.
That is why It
pays to have your plumbing installed
by first class workmen. Real estate
owners never regret their contract
with the Standard Plumbing: Co., as
they have the best of reasons for appreciating Ihe care, skill and experience exercised by men who are thorough masters of their trade.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

KILLthe COUGH

and

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE,

BLUE

117

e

Everybody Invited to Look Through
Our Large Three Floor Repository.

(,

Mads of chamois, retnfore.4
witb Hannc-- light, aoftaad comfortable.
)
Lilts everjthlns
In thla
atnrp, thmo oil art guaranteed
to siro enl Ire aal lafactioa.
rrW. M.00
Fo Mali By

above-mention-

IT IS NOW TIME fORYOU TO
THINK ABOUT PLEASURE
and you should look over our very-largnew stock of the latest style Car,
riages, Buggies, Driving Road Wagons,
etc., Saddles and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.

If

Located on the Befen

Third and Marquette

e,

aaauaafca,

COM
1 lie Future
--

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner Ftrt and
Road.

Both Phones

He names the following witnesses
prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Edward P. Otero, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; Sisto Baco y Baca, ef
N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Placido Salazar y
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest against tho allowance of said
proof, er who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of the Interior Department
why such proof should not be allowed
will be given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said
claimant, and to offer evidence1 In
rebuttal of that, submitted by claimant.
,
MANUEL IUOTERO,
Register.
cross-examin-

EASY TERMS

SCREEN DOORS

te

'mt,'la!ja

s"

LOW PRICES

lxl

Vigil, feir

1

C. W. Walker, a hrakeman for the
Santa Fe, is laid up at his home In
this city, recovering from the effects
of a tierce encounter with an Isleta
Pueblo Indian. Walker, who is not
badly Injured, was coming in on a
section of No. 33, when he saw ime
of tlie Isleta bucks board the train
near that place. Walker attempted!
to put Mr. Buck off, and after a tus-- l
Mi. succeeded.
se-But there was
ipiel. When the train
reached the!
junction and went into the siilin.4. the,
Indian, who had followed
foot,
)n
slipped up Ifliind Walker, anil swat-- l
It'll him one behind the ear with an
iron liar, cutting a deep gash in the
brakeinan's skull. Mr. Buck then did
a kuick getaway, while Mr. Brake-masough' the officers. At last accounts he Indian had ivt been apprehended. Walker will soon I.e In
shape to resume his run.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

a

e

LONG TRIP
BY A LITTLE GIRL.

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PA1NT3,

I

AND ETC

aged

Wholesale Grocers

:ortn Third Street

Secretary

AL1JUOUEHOUE EVENING CITIZEN

EIGHT.

PAGE

Pi Jr?03
1314

LOCAL AND

PKRHONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

WESTRAILROADAVE:

Fair vonight and warmer
portion. Thursday, fair.

$3.50

MEN S

SHOES
up-to-da- te

REPORT ON TRAINS.
o(liic at 4
Ufccived at dispatcher
o clock:
:?M
depart lit
No. 1 Arrive at
8:15.
No.
11:59.
No. 9
1:05.
No. 8

No.
12:09.

U

eiag constantly received, which
insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
prices.
them at
bed-roc-

F. F. TROTTER
Nob. 118 and 120 South Second St

T. Y. Maynard

The

Co.

Hickox-Mayna- rd

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST

AND

THE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL
PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA-

DE-

TIONS.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS

BY

MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

The Arch Front

Sooth Second Street

JUST
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. Choo olates and
the purest of the
bon-bon-

purt.

Arrive nt 7:45; depart
Arrive

4

depart at

11:59;

at.

at

1.

person

sonic
A canln'. to which
took a diflike to the extent of admintoppled
poison,
istering n dose of

OOIX0CCKXXXXXXXXX3OOOOOOO9

THIS WKEK

USE

FIRST DISPLAY
OF

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

THE XKW

SPRING
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Notice to Property Owners.
u tl.u duty of every
person, firm or corporation uwu.ug
or having any lutcrett in real estate
or other property on the first day of
March, to see that Buch property Is
properly listed for taxation on the
assessment
rolls. Property returns
are now being received nt the assessor's office, in the court house.
GEO. F. ALBRIGHT,
Assessor.

BRINGING FORTH

all the very new styles
patterns
and
of a season, which before Its
end, bids fair to eclipse all others In the

TLo law makes

over this morning In front of the
store on Hnilroad avenue,
and died in terrible agony. The remains of the animal were carted
away by poundmaster Ward.
M. O. Chadliotirne, former superintendent of the Albuquerque Traction
New
from
company, has returned
York, where he has been for some
time past settling up an estate in
USE
anwhich he was intcres ed, and
nounces that together with Mrs.
he will make Albuquerque his
future home,
proprietor and
James O. McNary,
editor of the I.as Vegas Optic, who
spent several days in this city, presumably to secure photographs ot
some of Albuquerque's prominent
men, to be used in the Optic's carTICKETS tOUGHT. SOLO
toon series of great men In public life,
AND EXCHANGED
returned to his borne last night, accompanied by Cartoonist Bryce.
Association Office
Attorney Ellsworth Ingalls and AtTransactions
torney E. E. Veeder. of I.as Vegas,
Guaranteed
were passengers on train No. 2 this
118 V. R. R. Ave.
morning for Santa Fe, where they are HOSENF1 ELD'S,
called on matters pertaining to Indian
depredation claims. Mr. Ingalls and
Mr. Veeder had been called tio San
Marclal and Los Lunas previous to
going to Santa Fe on similar business.
Carlos Baca, sheriff of Valencia
county, is in the city for a ' short
business trip. He states that Victor
Telles. the confessed slayer of Peter
Slocum, the lumber Jack, is In Jail
there, and that he will receive his preliminary hearing Frinay, if It in
to secure witnesses by that

way of novelties

-

-

-

THE 'NEW SPRING SUIT In

point of style Is
decidedly different from anything previously shown. Coats are cut full with the length 3
to four Inches longer than last season's garments. Pants are full length; Vests with or
.
without collar
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In point of wear
IS decidedly grey; different stripes; plaids
and combinations, but decidedly grey - -

COLD COIN
FLOUR.

Chad-bourn-

STJT T S

ill

to lis
home with an attack of tonsilitls.
cent nieRls in the
Best twenty-fivcity at i 'he Columbus hotel. Family
style.
Attorney Harry M. Dougherty, of
Soeorro, is In the city attending to
law business.
last
Mrs. Sam Neustadt returned
evening from a visit with relatives
and friends in Las Vegas.
Deputy United States Marshal Har
ry Cooper returned this morning from
an official trip to Silver City.
John S. Deaven, proprietor of the
Clarkville coal yards, was a passenger
to Gallup today on the Hunted.
F. J. Houston is still selling bicy
cles and bicycle sundries at, actual
cost to reduce stock and make room
for other goods.
j. II. Thompson, formerly a real
agent of this city, but now a resi
dent of the City of Angels, la in the
city transacting business.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Jose Duran,
Sin Nor.h First street, at 7 o'clock
t.iis morning, a girl. Mother aod
child in excellent condition.
Nelll B. Field, the attorney, has
gone to New lork on business of a
legal and personal nature. He will
be absent for the city a couple of

t

Ime.

A boon to tired, aching feet our
woman's Juliets, soft kid slippers,
flexible hand turned soles, plain or patent leather tips, broad or medium
wide toes, low leather or rubber heels.
They are unsurpassed in comfort and
wear. Price, f 1.35 and 11.75. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.

Railroad

Avemmse

oooooooooo
2

ORIOLE

CANNED

Glottaies
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GOODS

ARE

THE

'3"

a

COIN FLOUR

GOLD

BEST

THIS FLOUR HAS BEEN SOLD
FOR TWENTY YEARS IN ALBUQUERQUE AND IS THE BEST SOFT
WHEAT FLOUR ON THE MARKET

maple
SYRUP

A bsolutely

I

22fe3r

I

I

r1

PURE
MAPLE

M

TODAY.

GOLD COIN

FLOUR

RECLEANED WHEAT, MACHINE
SHELLED CORN, ROLLED BARLEY, GROUND OATS, CORN CHOP,
CORN GRIT FOR CHICKENS.
E.
W. FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND,

TRY IT

o

Mrs. D. I), coverdale has sixty w!n- tIiat
F. C. Wesley, who was formerly
?f tin?thls
on Thursday,
purchas
the pressman of the Morning Journal. beginning
to name the price. West Gold
left last night for El Paso, where he era
avenue.
has accepted a position with the
c
Times.
MILLINERY
Colcnel W. H. Greer is entertaining
nis brother, J. H. Greer, of New York,
who is in the city for a short visit.
On March 1, Mrs. D. D. Coverdale
The brother is a well known actor ot took over her old millinery store on
the big eastern city.
Gold avenue, Mrs. Breen retiring. Mrs.
Mrs. Thomas Hughes has gone to L. II. Shoemaker has been placed in
Santa Fe for a visit with her daugh- charge of the trimming department,
ter, Mrs. O. C. Watson, the wife oi a and during Mrs. Coverdale's Illness
prominent real estate and insurance will conduct the business, selling on
Thursday of this week all the tall and
agent of the Capital City.
hats in stock, at prices set by
J. II. O'Rlelly, recently manager winterpurcnaser.
Airs, coverdale pro
f:r the Washington Life Insurance me
company In New Mexico, Is now sell- poses to sell all old hats In stock this
ing perfection accident policies for the week, in preparation for a new stock,
has been purchased. The for
Continental Casualty company, of whichspring
opening will be announced
mal
Chicago.
later.
Nona Baker, an
old lassie
o
in
from Prague, Okla., has arrived
Ladles,
Ltgcings
just in.
Riding
the city for a visit with her uncle, L.
Stern, the R. R. Ave. Clothier.
H. Newcomb, of the valley. She made
the long trip across the country unac-ATTENTION GENTLEMEN!
:mpanied.
Order your suit now for "Easter,"
Mrs. James Crellan, of El Paso, Is
You know our
In the metropolis for a visit with Mrs. and be well dressed.
J. A. Robinson. Mrs. Crellan for reputation. Best workmanship, latest
Eighteen
merly resided In this city, when her styles, and lowest prices.
husband was employed in the local hundred new samples to select from.
Santa Fo shops.
Nettleton Tailoring Agei
There will be a meeting of the mem114 South Third street.
bers of the Mesa Agricultural Park
association tonight, at Which time CCOOOCJOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCXJC
plans for a spring race meet in Albuquerque will be discussed, and if posUSE
sible, arrangements made for same.
H. J. Havercamp, a dealer In gen- ornl Tiwretinndto nt Snn li.lfnel and
Grants, in western Valencia county,
is in the metropolis interviewing the
wholesale merchants, with a view to
purchasing new. stock for his stores.
OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOOO
T. J. Sawyer, of the American Lumber company, has been Joined by his
"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
wife and children, who arrived on Sat- FLOUR
MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
urday evening from Upper Sandusky, MUSCLE.
Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Sawyer have
taken apartments at 713 West Copper OCX3CXXXOCOOCC)00000000000e
avenue.
USE
A large force of men nave been at
work for the past few days dismantling the ruins of the Letup's beer depot on First street, recently destroyed
by fire, and clearing up the debris
preparatory
to erecting a new and
modern building.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Evans, of I'n-ver- .
are in the city, stopping over to OOCOOCOCODOCOOC)OOOOOOCOO
enj y the afternoon and part of tomoran old
row with 1. A. Porterfleld,
friend they knew back in Iowa. Mr. 2
nrenl.'a

ooooooooooo 6 O0000000000
THE BIRDSELL WAGON
"THE WORLD'S BEST."
a
r)
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O'RIELLY CO,

Druggists

Barneit Building

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

Ltmfeei,
Roofi ng.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

V

depart at

12:3.'j;

Arrive at

depart at

May

7, 1906.

,

Whitman's Candies
J.H.

15;

e

New Goods

Geo. W. Hlckox

i.i

:

P. F. McCanna Is confined

are

COPYHint

I

Don't Forget to Use
FAMOUS GOLD COIN FLOUR.
Best and Cheapest.

ooeooooooooooo
S 17

Arrive

8:15.

profitable shoes to buy.
We shall be pleased to have you
call and examine our stock.

v.

In

Sun rose this morning at 6:24; will
et this evening at 6; length of day,
11 hours and 36 minutes.
The moon
rose at 4:14 this morning. The day
was warm, calm and pleatan?. Elihu
Burritt, known as the learned blacksmith, and who acquired a knowledge
of several different languages while
working at his forge, died on this
day, 1879.

They please the eye because they
represent the latest ideas in
footwear.
You can get them in any reliable
leather you prefer: Patent Colt, Vici
Kid, Velain Calf, Box Calf, Black or
Tan.
They are made by the Goodyear
Welt process and feel easy from the
beginning. No breaking in required.
Considering their style, wear and
comfort you will find them the most
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nme In on the limited train, the panic one that struck
and killed J. W. I'n.von nearon the
to
woolen mills, and will continue
California on the limited tomorrow
morning.
A new undertaking i staMUlunent
is soon ti enter the Albuquerque fl'dd.
Ind., has
II. K Admit, or Auburn.
leased the V. V. Strong building, corand r if th
east ner of Haili'ond avenue
street, and after remodeling the
will opi'ii for business abou:
"Evans and wife
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Diamond
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Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamond. Watdhei, Jewelry. Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-1-

17

North First Street
South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
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for Wholesale Trices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.

THE BEST MANUFACTURED

COLD COIN
FLOUR.

GOLD COIN FLOUR
ASK MERCHANTS FOR IT
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COMPLETE LINE OF COOKS' CAPS,
PANTS, APRONS
AND COATS
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PRICES ARE RIGHT.
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"UNCLE JOHNNY.

TO PLANT HARDY
VINES, SHRUBS AND
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FENCE STAPLES

CARPENTER

21 5 West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,
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NEW MEXICO

